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Executive Summary
Australia has over 350 operating mines (Hughes, 2020), >4,000 active quarries (Institute of Quarrying Australia,
2018) of varying size, and about 58,000 closed and abandoned mines and quarries (Werner et al., 2020). With an
increasing number of mine sites planning for closure, concerted efforts are underway to limit adding even more
operational and closed mine sites to the abandoned sites registers. Regulation is tightening along with bond
obligations to assist with this, and a national effort is underway at a state/territory jurisdiction level to oversee
programs to inventory, manage and monitor abandoned/legacy mine sites with increased transparency as to
how funding is prioritised to address sites that require the most urgent attention (Commonwealth of Australia,
2019). CRC TiME has the goal to assist with this, and, even more so, to transform regions and the economies of
mine site areas so they are safe and can prosper post-closure.
To do so, next generation technologies and approaches to mine closure and post-closure need to be envisaged,
developed and showcased. The aim of this study was to engage with mining companies, government, and other
stakeholders to establish a descriptive resource base of national mine sites whereby past closure activities are
well demonstrated (lessons learnt) or where technologies and management options might be evaluated and
demonstrated at a relevant mine scale.
Information-gathering was undertaken using publicly available information on mine sites (e.g., their
environmental and community settings), journal publications, and prior collations of information from mining
companies. Also, an anonymous survey of stakeholders and partners of CRC TiME was undertaken which aided
in clarifying critical issues of interest. This assisted in creating a candidate list of 106 possible sites for
consideration. Additionally, interviews were undertaken directly with 13 mining companies and 5 state and
territory government agencies. This was to validate information gathered and to confirm the availability of
potential sites.
A broad range of mine sites have been identified and described – that offer potential for demonstration sites.
These span all states and the Northern Territory of Australia, near urban centres and regional, arid to tropical
climates, hard rock to sand and sedimentary geologies, and quarry resources, to iron ore, a range of minerals
and coal. Among those described in greater detail, 12 are operating sites, 5 are closed sites, and 3 are
abandoned sites. These were selected based on preferences of mining companies and state governments and
based on available information. The summaries provide a means for subsequent focused conversations to fit
new or existing technologies and approaches to possible candidate sites and their challenges for further
upscaling and demonstration.
Included in our summaries are examples of individual legacy or abandoned mine sites (Rum Jungle NT, Brukunga
SA, Ottery NSW). As with the other summaries these are just examples of sites with their own challenges and
complexities. To capture broader challenges associated with abandoned sites, a separate summary section on
abandoned sites has been incorporated. Additionally, a separate section on quarries in Australia and
demonstration opportunities is also included.
A strong focus has been to highlight key challenges at sites, rather than technological approaches per se. Some
such technologies and approaches, and a broader suite of closure risk and socio-economic issues, are being
considered via the Programs in CRC TiME. Discussions between all stakeholders will yield a focus to adopt,
develop and demonstrate some of these at a greater scale.
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It is acknowledged that significant complementary efforts are underway supported by mining companies and
through state and federal agencies. Next level discussions with mining companies and government may benefit
from utilizing this summary as a resource to avoid duplication of effort. Sites might be chosen for evaluating
strategies from mine commencement to end of life as proposed via Program research in CRC TiME, but equally
valid is adequate evaluation of a standalone measurement, treatment or revegetation technology at national
demonstration scale. This would seek to provide ongoing advances and efficiencies at a relevant mine scale.
The challenge for transforming mining economies is immense. Next generation technologies and approaches are
needed to close sites safely and effectively and relinquish leases and liabilities to promote positive post-mine
futures. Demonstration sites are needed to grow shared efforts, to grow visibility of such step-change
approaches, to educate, to encourage uptake, to progress cost-efficiencies, and to include community
preferences. Such technologies and approaches showcased at national visibility scale promise hope for
transforming our mining futures.
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1. Introduction
Transitioning mine sites beyond closure to new (community and economic) futures requires concerted efforts.
The Cooperative Research Centre for Transformations in Mining Economies (CRC TiME) seeks to develop and
establish new approaches and technologies that assist with step change advances to assist mining economy
transformations when moving towards mine site closures.

1.1 Challenge and project aim
A challenge to adoption and uptake of new approaches and technologies is uncertainty that such options will
indeed be effective and translatable at mine-site scale.
Demonstrating and showcasing new approaches and technologies at a scale whereby they are viable to apply at
mine sites is seen to create greater confidence, and hence adoption and uptake. The aim of this project was to
engage with mining companies, government, and other stakeholders to establish a descriptive catalogue of
national mine sites as a potential demonstration site resource. The catalogue would include sites, whereby past
closure activities are well demonstrated (lessons learnt) or whereby in future years developed approaches and
technologies might be showcased and made visible across Australia for common learnings, technology testing,
and national benefit. Whilst future approaches and technologies are a focus, substantial issues have been faced
by mine sites for decades. As such, already available technologies and approaches might also be advantageously
evaluated at mine-site scale for greater national adoption, uptake and benefit.

1.2 Approach and methodology
Australia has thousands of developing, operating, suspended and abandoned mine sites (Werner et al., 2020).
Many would be suitable for showcasing technologies and new approaches that would assist transitions of mine
sites towards new economies. To gather relevant information and recommendations, a range of tasks were
undertaken:
1. A search of publicly available information on mine sites and their environmental and community setting
and their condition
2. A CRC TiME partner survey to provide broader views of factors relevant to selection of possible
demonstration mines sites
3. Interviews with 13 mining companies to ascertain details of mine sites and condition, including previous
rehabilitation efforts, and industry intent around some mine sites
4. Interviews with government agencies to ascertain details of mine sites and closure issues of concern to
them, and to identify approaches to abandoned legacy mine sites.
Based on this information, we have identified >100 mine sites that could be used for demonstration or trial sites.
A summary is available in Appendix 1. Some aspects included whether mines were closed or operating, whether
rehabilitated or not, and whether key issues and challenges associated with mine site closure and transitions
were present at sites (e.g., post-closure site ownership, Traditional Ownership links, waste rock landforms,
tailings facilities, revegetation efforts, potential acid forming materials).
3
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There were 121 respondents to the survey and a summary of the approach taken and the outcomes are
presented in Appendix 2. In overview, the survey confirmed that many of the key factors and issues that had
been identified were valid to incorporate, but the survey also suggested that combinations of site-specific
factors would play a key role, along with some level of acceptance of residual risks upon reuse of any
repurposed landscape. Understanding how these factors bear on site closure and transition to a post-mining
future state is part of the broader agenda of CRC TiME.
Key factors, issues and potential challenges considered for demonstration sites were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

End-user/community driven repurposing of a site
Beneficial use of a capped tailings facility
Regional economic development
Final voids and pit lakes
Repurposing of infrastructure for future beneficial use
Ecosystem function and restoration
Water treatment/management
Tailings storage facilities (TSF)
Landform stability
Revegetation/restoration
Waste rock dump (WRD) rehabilitation
Acid Mine Drainage or Acidic and Metalliferous Drainage (AMD) amelioration
Monitoring/sensing landscape
Cumulative impacts across multiple mine sites/activities
Remediation of mine contaminants (other than ARD)
Biodiversity
Information management
Potential for multiple technology and approach demonstrations at one site
Indigenous participation
Demonstration of technologies or approaches already underway at a site
Relinquishment of title/mine closure
Willingness to invest and/or provide in-kind support to pursue technology options at a site
Potential training or educational value
Potential for METS (Mining Equipment, Technology and Service) sector involvement
Practicalities - remote or regional locations, costs, transport, logistics, access to supply chains
HSE considerations
Operational vs abandoned or legacy sites

An additional 20 attributes for consideration to identify demonstrations sites were provided during the survey. A
comprehensive weighting across all attributes was not possible in the time frame. At an early stage of project
development, interviews were held with 13 mining companies. These interviews established a preliminary list of
about 90 candidate sites. Information gathered from the interviews and the public domain were used to initially
itemize the attributes for each of the preliminary candidate sites. Second interviews were held with the majority
of the 13 mining companies to confirm the information gathered and to seek feedback on our initial itemization
of the attributes for each site. It because impractical to fully utilize a weighting scheme as there was incomplete
information across many of the attributes and a more critical issue was ensuring representativeness across a
breadth of criteria.
4
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From the broader catalogue of potentially suitable mine sites, 20 site summaries were prepared for individual or
paired mine sites (see Section 2). These individual sites were deliberately chosen to span resource types, climatic
variability, geology and hydrology regimes and other issues. Information regarding (i) abandoned mine sites and
(ii) quarries across Australia were also summarized (Section 3).

5
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2. Possible Demonstration Sites
A broad range of mine sites was considered. The location of those chosen to be described in summary in this
section are shown in Figure 1. Table 1 collates the sites and their key features. The national distribution of
quarry locations, as a separate category, is shown in Figure 57.

Figure 1: National distribution of selected mine sites. Abandoned mine sites are highlighted in blue and either operating
or closed mines are highlighted in yellow.
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Table 1: Summary of ‘individual’ mine sites (alphabetical order)
Site name

Commodity

Location

Comment

Boddington mine

Gold, copper

120 km southeast of Perth WA

Brukunga mine

Iron sulfides

40 km east of Adelaide SA

Metallurgical coal

8 km from Wollongong, NSW

Zircon, rutile, ilmenite

289 km north of Perth WA

Mining mineral sands

Sand

Perth WA

Quarry

Iron ore

Pilbara WA

Lead, copper, silver and
gold

Western Tasmania

Closed/operating

Bauxite

40 km southeast of Perth WA

Closed

Junction Reefs mine

Gold, arsenic, copper, lead,
silver and zinc

Central Tablelands NSW

Closed

Narngulu operations

Zircon, rutile, ilmenite

Geraldton WA

Processing mineral sands

Coking coal

Bowen Basin Qld

Closed

Iron ore

Pilbara WA

Closed

Arsenic, tin

New England, NSW

Abandoned

Copper, gold

650 km NW of Adelaide SA

Iron ore

Pilbara WA

Rum Jungle mine

Uranium, copper

100 km south of Darwin NT

Weipa Operations

Bauxite

Cape York Peninsula, Qld

Woodcutters mine

Lead, zinc, silver

80 km south of Darwin NT

Brown coal

Latrobe Valley Victoria

Iron ore

Pilbara WA

Dendrobium mine
Eneabba Mineral Sands
Gaskell Avenue
operations
Goldsworthy mine
Hercules/Rosebery mines
Jarrahdale mine

Norwich Park mine
Nullagine mine
Ottery Mine and Tent Hill
Prominent Hill mine
Roy Hill mine and port
operations

Yallourn mine
Yandicoogina mine

Abandoned

Abandoned

Closed
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2.1 Boddington mine
Boddington mine is a large gold and copper
mine located 120 km south of Perth, Western
Australia (Figure 2). It is one of Australia’s
largest producing gold mines. The mine is
surrounded by jarrah forest and is 16 km
from the rural farming town of Boddington.
Open pit mining operations commenced in
1987 and operated continually until oxide
resources were depleted. The mine was
placed under care and maintenance in 2001
(De Sousa & Amoah, 2012; Doe, 2018) until
an economic method of extracting gold
mineralisation from bedrock sources led to
the reopening of the mine in 2009 (Doe,
2018).
It has a hot-summer Mediterranean climate
with mean annual rainfall of 700 mm, and
average monthly minimum and maximum
temperature ranges of 5-15°C and 16-32°C.
The Boddington gold mine is hosted in
Figure 2: Location of Boddington mine relative to Perth, WA
Archean volcanic, volcaniclastic, and shallowlevel intrusive rocks that form the
northern part of the Saddleback
Snapshot
greenstone belt, a fault-bounded
Resources: Gold and copper
sliver of greenstones located in the
Mining type: open cut
southwestern corner of the Yilgarn
Commenced mining: 1987
craton. The hydrogeology of the
Closure or possible closure date: 2033
mining area is discussed in a report by
Location: 120 km south of Perth
Welker Environmental Consultancy
Climate: Hot-summer Mediterranean climate, with average
annual rainfall of 700 mm
(1996). There are 3 distinct aquifers as
Areal extent: ~13,000 ha development envelope
shown in Figure 3.
Key features of the footprint: open pits, waste rock dumps,
The main features of the mine (Figure
(WRD), residue disposal areas, close to bauxite mine and within
4) include open pits, waste rock
broader native forest area
dumps (WRD), residue disposal areas
Key issues/interests: cumulative community and environmental
and associated infrastructure.
issues/benefits from adjacent mine sites; ARD amelioration
Post-closure opportunities: recreational area for biodiversity; pit
A closure plan for Boddington was
lake for recreation or water storage
developed as part of an expansion in
Ranking: Medium-High – as location is proximal to an urban
2006 and led to a range of scientific
centre (local community/population) and other mining
studies to address knowledge gaps,
operations.
including geochemistry and materials
Ownership: Newmont
management, landform and cover
8
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design, tailings storage facility rehabilitation trials, and pit lake and post-closure water balance modelling (De
Sousa & Amoah, 2012). The closure plan is updated regularly, with the latest version submitted to the
Department of Mines, Industry Regulation and Safety at the end of 2019.
There are opportunities to examine post-mining land use and social/cumulative impacts of mine closure. The
economy of the Boddington area is heavily dependent on both gold and bauxite mines located nearby. The close
proximity of the two mines contrasts shallow bauxite strip mining with minimal resulting overburden tonnages
to deeper open cut gold mining in a similar ecological, climate and community environment.

Figure 3: Generalised hydrogeological section from Doe (2018)
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Figure 4: Main features at the Boddington site from De Sousa and Amoah (2012)

Key challenges and possible future project foci:
1. Thinning of forested ‘jarrah’ areas, biodiversity, fire management and resilience
2. Cumulative social, community and environmental issues/benefits from adjacent mine sites (e.g.,
bauxite/gold) in a common ecological and climate zone
3. Understanding acid rock drainage and developing potential amelioration strategies
4. Exploration of post-mining land use options
5. Waste rock dump erodibility trials with different types of rock armoring.

10
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2.2 Brukunga mine
Brukunga mine is a legacy mine site that recovered iron sulfide
minerals (pyrite and pyrrhotite) to manufacture sulfuric acid for
fertilisers (Mollehuara, 2016). It is located 40 km east of
Adelaide, South Australia, adjacent to the Dawesley Creek
(Figure 5).
It has a Mediterranean climate with mean annual rainfall of 622
mm, and average monthly minimum and maximum temperature
ranges of 6-14°C and 13-28°C, respectively.
Open pit mining operations commenced in 1955 and it closed in
1972. The South Australian Government took responsibility for
the site in 1977. Mining saw releases of acids and metals from
Figure 5: Location of Brukunga mine relative
the site into Dawesley Creek. The impacts from the site could be to Adelaide, SA
detected while the site was operational, downstream in the
Mount Barker Creek, Bremer River and Lake
Snapshot
Alexandrina. More recently, due to on-site water
Resources:
Iron
sulfide
minerals
treatment, there have been limited impacts and
Mining type: open cut
effects off site.
Commenced mining: 1955
Closure or possible closure date: 1972
The mine is sited within a thickening of the
Location: 40 km east of Adelaide
geological formation hosting the pyrite. This
Climate: Mediterranean: annual rainfall of 622 mm
formation continues over 40 km to the north and
Areal extent: 165 ha
south of the mine.
Key features of the footprint: waste rock dumps,
The main features of the mine (Figure 6) include
ponds and tailings, discharge to sensitive streams
waste rock dumps, open pits, wastewater holding
Key issues/interests: acidic metal rich discharges,
sensitive receiving waters, treatment and
pond(s) from the collection of acid-metal laden
rehabilitation challenges
waters on site, and a rehabilitated waste dump. A
Post-closure opportunities: recreational area;
range of activities have been undertaken at
mining
tourism and education; natural biodiversity
Brukunga. In 1980 the government commissioned
Ranking: High for acidic and metalliferous projects
an acid neutralisation plant to treat acidic water at
Ownership: Legacy, SA government
the site. In 2003-2005, remediation activities
focused on diverting Dawesley Creek to contain
acidic drainage form the site; established and increased water treatment capacity at the site, and decreased
generation acidic seepage by blending waste rock with limestone. Subsequently in 2014-2016, further ponds and
diversion works were implemented to additionally mitigate downstream acid discharge impacts. Seasonal
rainfall challenges the treatment and mitigation strategies. Largely, of concern are sulfate, aluminium, cadmium,
manganese and iron. Additional photos of the Brukunga site are shown (Figure 7 and Figure 8).
Key challenges and possible future project foci:
1. Acidic and metalliferous issues - formation, treatment, mitigation
2. Acid-metal ladens wastewater treatment options
3. Water discharges to sensitive aquatic receiving water bodies
11
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4. Exploration of post-mining land use options

Figure 6: Main features of the Brukunga site, showing open pits, waste rock piles, rehabilitated waste dump (in red) and
nearby township (modified after Mollehuara (2016))

Figure 7: Southern face of the Brukunga mine from the Department of Energy and Mining (2017)

12
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Figure 8: Acid and metalliferous drainage holding ponds at the Brukunga mine from the Department of Energy and
Mining (2017)
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2.3 Dendrobium mine
N

Dendrobium mine is located 8 km inland from
Wollongong in the Illawarra region of New South Wales
(Figure 9). It is an underground longwall mine, producing
metallurgical coal for steelmaking. It commenced
operation in 2002 and is one of many current and historic
coal mines in the hinterland of Wollongong (e.g., Kemira
mined coal from 1848 to 2004). General features of the
regional context for the site are shown in Figure 10. More
detailed views of mining shafts at the surface, a coal
loading facility lower in the valley, and the coal
preparation plant near Port Kembla are shown in Figure
11.
The region has a temperate oceanic climate with mean
annual rainfall of 1095 mm and mean minimum and
maximum temperature ranges are 7-18°C and 16-26°C
respectively.

Wollongong

Figure 9: Location of Dendrobium mine relative to

The landscape is characterised by cliffs, rock outcrops and Wollongong, NSW
steep slopes. The geology of the area typically comprises
sedimentary sandstones, shales and
Snapshot
claystones of the Permian and Triassic
Resources: metallurgical coal
Periods, composed largely of Hawkesbury
Mining type: underground longwall mining
Sandstone, the Narrabeen Group and
Commenced
mining: 2002, with historic mining locally
Illawarra Coal Measures.
since the 1800s.
Underground mining areas are located within
Closure or possible closure date: 2030
Location: 8 km from Wollongong, New South Wales
the Upper Nepean Catchment, and within a
Climate: temperature oceanic with average annual
declared catchment area (i.e., the
rainfall of 1095 mm
Metropolitan Special Area), and is
Areal extent: 19,611 ha for the mining lease. The mining
characterised by various watercourses and
operations are much smaller being largely underground
their associated tributaries and natural
Key features of the footprint: extensive underground
features (e.g., the Avon and Cordeaux Rivers).
workings, a transport hub and railhead, coal washery,
The area is generally undisturbed apart from
port facilities
water supply infrastructure including the Avon
Key issues/interests: operations and suitable closure
and Cordeaux Dams.
near a city, water challenges and opportunities in a
water
supply catchment
Mining of the expanded lease area has a
Post-closure opportunities: underground water storage,
projected life of approximately another 10
mining tourism, pumped hydropower
years.
Ranking: High for consideration of underground mining
linked to hydrology challenges
Ownership: South32
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Key challenges and possible future project foci:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Influence of operations coming to closure on water system balances and aquatic ecosystems
Opportunities for reuse of underground workings for water storage and pumped hydropower
Closure in the hinterland of a city community; post mining economies
Ensuring continued biodiversity.

Figure 10: General features of the region of the site. The Dendrobium mining lease is noted as a red boundary on the
map (South32, 2020c)
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(a)

(d)

(b)
(c)

Figure 11: Close-up views of (a) No. 2 and 3 Shafts, (b and c) the Kamira Valley Coal Loading Facility, and (d) the Coal
Preparation Plant near Port Kembla (South32, 2020a, 2020b)
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2.4 Eneabba Mineral Sands mine
The Eneabba mineral sands mine is located 280 km north of
Perth and 150 km southeast of Geraldton in Western Australia
(Figure 12). Mineral sands have been mined at Eneabba since
the 1970s. The region has a hot-summer Mediterranean
climate, with mean annual rainfall of 407 mm and average
annual minimum and maximum temperatures of 9-20°C and 2035°C, respectively.
The Eneabba mineral sands deposits are located on the northwestern extremities of the Swan Coastal Plain, to the west of
the Gingin Scarp and the Dandaragan Plateau. The mineral sand
deposits primarily occur in unconsolidated Quaternary coastal
sediments and alluvium west of the Gingin Scarp, in an area
referred to as the Eneabba Plain. The deposits are low grade
heavy mineral sands, with numerous concentrated strands.
Undisturbed soils at Eneabba typically comprise an upper
profile of sands and gravelly sandy clays at depth. The depth to
groundwater is typically around 20 m (Iluka Resources Limited,
2020).
Mining operations are delineated as the North Mine and South
Mine – together referred to as Eneabba East Operations (EEO)
(Figure 13). Operations at the South Mine ceased in 2009 and
mining at the North Mine ceased in 2013, with remaining ore
uneconomic at the time. The Eneabba lease areas are located
within the Irwin Botanical District (Northern Sandplains Region)
within the Southwest Botanical Province. The area was
originally covered by various types of ‘Kwongan’ vegetation,
Acacia scrub (with or without scattered trees) and Eucalypt
woodlands.

Figure 12: Location of the Eneabba mine
relative to Geraldton, WA

Mining typically consisted of open cut dry mining using excavators and loaders. The ore bearing mineral was
typically excavated to a depth of up to 20 m. Vegetation and topsoil were removed prior to mining and either
direct returned to rehabilitation areas or stockpiled. Overburden was removed and stockpiled or placed directly
into mined voids. All mineral sands products and by-products contain naturally occurring radioactive material
(Iluka Resources Limited, 2019).
Sand tailings consisting of reject silica sand and clay fines were produced by separation processes. Clay fines are
very fine materials that are less than 53 µm in size. These components were backfilled into mined pits. Only clay
fines and sand tails were co-disposed into mined pits. Following drying and consolidation, landforms were re-
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shaped back to ground level. The
backfilling strategy was not
consistent over the mine life, which
has resulted in variable distribution
of tailings and overburden
materials.
Since commencement of mining, a
commitment was made to
progressive rehabilitation to
achieve practical and effective
methods of revegetation. This has
resulted in a vast amount of
research, investigations and trials
(Figure 14). As of December 2020,
around 3,150 hectares
(approximately 87%) of the total
3,613 hectares has been
rehabilitated.

Snapshot

Resources: zircon, rutile and ilmenite
Mining type: open cut dry mining and processing previously excavated
materials
Commenced mining: Predecessor companies commenced in the 1970s
Potential closure date: 2030; current operations are limited to
reprocessing a rare earths stockpile and rehabilitation of remaining
open areas
Location: Eneabba, Western Australia; 280 km north of Perth
Climate: Hot-summer Mediterranean with average annual rainfall of
407 mm
Areal extent: ~ 3,613 ha mining disturbance at Eneabba East, with 87%
rehabilitated to native vegetation and agriculture
Key features of the footprint: mining pits backfilled with sand, silt and
clay tailings and overburden, rehabilitated land, and mineral
processing infrastructure
Key Issues/Interests: Kwongan biodiversity restoration and ecosystem
development
Post-closure opportunities: Kwongan research facility
Ranking: Medium for rehabilitation to native vegetation
Ownership: Iluka Resources Limited since 1998

Key challenges and possible future project foci:
1. Floral biodiversity and future ecosystem function on rehabilitated areas, and resilience to fire
2. Novel methods for propagation of kwongan flora, improving propagation success for recalcitrant flora
species
3. Tracking the success of erosion control treatments such as mulch, surface imprinting, and bituminous
spray emulsion
4. Post closure land use opportunities for the Eneabba South Mine.
5. Knowledge transfer of rehabilitation trials
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Figure 13: Location of Eneabba East operations (Source: Rob Brown, personal communication 28 July 2021)
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Figure 14: “Flora Restorer” - an innovation to integrate scarifying, seeding, fertilising, surface imprinting and bituminous
emulsion spraying (used with permission of Iluka Resources Ltd)
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2.5 Gaskell Avenue Sand operations
Gaskell Avenue Sand Operations is located within the urban area
of Perth, Western Australia, 30 km north of the Perth central
business district. It covers an area of 1300 ha within native
banksia woodlands of the sand plain of the Swan Coastal Plain,
Perth Western Australia (Figure 15).
The region has a hot-summer Mediterranean climate, with mean
annual rainfall of 670 mm and average annual minimum and
maximum temperature s of 12°C and 25°C respectively.
The sand plain has high permeability and porosity and low
organic carbon and water holding capacity of the sandy soils.
Groundwater is usually within 1-20 m below ground. Low lying
areas may have potentially acid forming soils.
Mining commenced for construction
and silica sand in 1989 and will cease in
about 2055. Banksia woodlands are
renowned for their inorganic and
hydrophobic soils; once stripped from
the initial topsoil, there is little to no
organics left leaving it extremely
difficult to restore the main species of
Banksia woodlands.

Figure 15: Location of Gaskell Avenue Sand
operations relative to Perth, WA

Snapshot

Resources: sand
Mining type: Excavation/open cut
Commenced mining: 1989
Closure or possible closure date: 2055
Relinquishment: partial 2035
Location: 30 km north of Perth, Western Australia
Climate: Mediterranean, with average annual rainfall of 670
mm
Areal extent: 1300 ha
Key features of the footprint: Revegetated and rehabilitated
areas, overlying shallow groundwater systems
Key Issues/Interests: Reestablishment of native flora, seed
sourcing and survival, climate influences on success
Post-closure opportunities: Native woodland/bush, urban
development
Ranking: High for demonstration of revegetation, and native
seeding strategies linked to climate change metrics
Ownership: Hanson Construction Materials

Seeds from the surrounding local plant
communities have been collected
before being cleared and the seed is
then either propagated into seedlings
and/or used for broadcast/direct
seeding back onto the excavated areas.
This work supplements the direct
transfer of fresh topsoil from donor to
receptor sites from within the quarry.
Work has been undertaken in
conjunction with the Botanical Gardens and Parks Authority (BGPA), also known as Kings Park, who conduct
research projects and trials to ensure rehabilitation criteria and best environmental practices are met. For
further details see Stevens et al. (2016). The first major research program into Banksia woodland restoration
commenced in 1995. Monitoring programs have recorded data from 1-, 3-, 5-, 10- & 20-year-old rehabilitation
sites (Figure 16). Habitat matching has been undertaken.
Investigations of diseases (Dieback) and weeds and their relevant impacts on revegetation were also
undertaken.
Key lessons learnt, challenges, and possible future project foci:
21
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1. Good lessons learnt regarding native revegetation strategies and options in a low-carbon sand
environment
2. Medium to long-term tracking of approaches to native revegetation strategies, and their resilience to
climate changes
3. Transitions in flora/fauna biodiversity and understanding trajectory as a result of long-term monitoring
4. Benefits of long-term research projects (which are being leveraged into the future)

Figure 16: Early vegetation (left photo) and mature rehabilitation site (right photo) from Urban Development Institute of
Australia (2019)
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2.6 Goldsworthy mine
Goldsworthy mine is located 110 km
east of Port Headland in the Pilbara
district of Western Australia (Figure 17).
Goldsworthy was the first iron ore
operation and town in the Pilbara and
operated as an iron ore mine from 1965
to 1982, with the depletion of ore
reserves. Subsequent phases of the
operations in the region comprised an
eastward shift of mining activities to
Shay Gap, Sunrise Hill and Nimingarra.
Activities at Mt Goldsworthy and Shay
Gap are now directed towards
rehabilitated landforms and other
closure needs.
The site has a hot desert climate;
termed arid, tropical with summer
rain with mean annual rainfall of
390 mm, and average monthly
minimum and maximum
temperature ranges of 14-26°C and
28-38°C.

Figure 17: Location of Goldsworthy mine relative to Port Hedland, WA

Snapshot

Resources: iron ore
Mining type: open cut
Commenced mining: 1965
Closure or possible closure date: 1982
Location: 110 km east of Port Headland in Western Australia
Climate: Hot desert; arid, tropical with summer rain, with average
annual rainfall of 390 mm
Areal extent: 4,200 ha
Key features of the footprint: backfilled pit, covered waste rock
facility, sedimentation dam, wetland for wastewater treatment
Key issues/interests: vegetation success; long term monitoring and
management
Post-closure opportunities: livestock grazing (to be confirmed)
Ranking: Medium. Legacy site where on-going monitoring may be
required
Ownership: BHP

The geology of the immediate
Goldsworthy area (according to
Hickman and Gibson (1982))
comprises: Colluvium – sand, gravel
and boulders forming outwash fans
and scree; Aeolian sand – includes
seif dunes and sand sheets; Banded
iron formation and jaspilite;
Ferruginous chert; Black/white and
grey/white banded chert; Grit,
sandstone and siltstone; subordinate pebble conglomerate; and Ferruginous sandstone, siltstone, shale and
chert.
Soils of the plains and pediments tend to be hard alkaline soils, whilst soils on the ranges are skeletal and
shallow.
There is no infrastructure remaining at the mine associated with its mining. The main features of the mine
(Figure 18) include the open cut pit, and ~30 m high waste rock facility with steep slopes (up to 38 degrees)
regraded to 25 degrees. The water filled open pit (extended 177 m below the water table) is south-east of the
former town site. Regionally, mining extended to the east.
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Initial rehabilitation occurred between May 1992 and January 1993 to establish post-mining ‘rangeland and
wildlife habitat’. Rehabilitation monitoring was undertaken in 1993, 1994, 1996, and 1999 prior to a 2006 review
(ENV Australia, 2007). In 2006, a review of revegetation success was undertaken and especially the reason for
limited revegetation of waste dump slopes and tops. The review undertook a botanical survey, and assessed
vegetation cover, weeds, and soil characteristics including potential acid forming soils/materials, and nutrient
and salinity levels (Figure 19).
Key challenges and possible future project foci:
1. Long term rehabilitation assessment - success against criteria for 'rangeland and wildlife habitat' after
several decades in an arid environment
2. Remote monitoring capabilities
3. Cumulative water table drawdown and responses in multi mine regions.

Figure 18: Main features at the Goldsworthy site (ENV Australia, 2007)
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Figure 19: Soil and vegetation features (ENV Australia, 2007)
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2.7 Hercules and Rosebery mines
The Hercules mine is located on the Rosebery Mine mining
lease situated in western Tasmania and has undergone
mining for lead, copper, silver and gold for 92 years (Figure
20). The Hercules underground mine ceased operation in
1999. Rosebery is an operational underground mine.
General features of the Hercules site are shown in Figure
21.
The rugged nature of the Hercules site and steep sloped
environment is depicted in Figure 22. It is located on the
western side of Mount Hamilton. The lease is within the
state forest and adjoins nature reserves. The region has
60% of its land area under international, national or state
protected status based on the importance of its plant or
animal communities or geological features, while also
being one of the richest mineralised areas in Australia.

Figure 20: Location of Rosebery and Hercules mines in
western Tasmania

It has a temperate oceanic climate with mean annual
rainfall approximately 2 m and on average, the driest month is February, and the wettest month is September.
Mean maximum temperatures vary between 11 °C in July to 21.9°C in February, with mean minimum
temperatures ranging from 3.5 °C in July and 10.1 °C in January.
The parent ore is a metamorphosed
and deformed massive, pyrite-rich
sulphide. At Rosebery, there is a deep
fractured aquifer (which contains the
mine voids), overlain by surficial glacial
deposits and weathered material.
Interaction between surface waters
and groundwater has been observed
across the catchment, with
precipitation infiltrating to
subsequently be discharged as
baseflow into creeks and rivers. At
Hercules, the combination of a northsouth oriented geological structure
(cleavage), low permeability host rock
with high bulk strength, and an eastwest trending slope is believed to have
resulted in Hercules being a relatively
‘dry’ mine. This may explain
observation that during intense rain
events little subsurface water entered
from up-slope where there was dense
vegetation.

Snapshot

Resources: lead, copper, silver, gold
Mining type: underground at Hercules but open cut for the final 11
years, at Rosebery crushing, leach reactors and froth flotation
processing
Commenced mining: 1894 for Hercules, 1936 for Rosebery
Closure or possible closure date: For Hercules 1999; for Rosebery
2026 but extension being considered
Location: 125 km south of Burnie on the west coast of Tasmania
Climate: Temperate oceanic, with average annual rainfall of 2 m
Areal extent: ~21 ha for Hercules; and 300 ha for Rosebery
Key features of the footprint: Underground workings, small open
cuts, waste rock dumps, tailings storage facilities at Rosebery
Key issues/interests: AMD management; public safety and interest
near to sensitive natural areas; reprocessing tailings at Rosebery,
Post-closure opportunities: Regional tourism, pumped hydro using
underground voids, energy (windfarm/solar on tailings facility),
mushroom framing in underground voids,
Investment or momentum: Progressive consideration by site
owners and investment in place.
Ranking: Medium-High for consideration as demonstration site
Ownership: MMG
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The major watercourse running through the Hercules Mine area is Bakers Creek which has its head waters at
South Hercules. It flows down a steeply incised valley on the western flank of Mt Hamilton, to eventually join the
Ring River near Williamsford. The discharge point for the Ring River is Lake Pieman (manmade Dam),
approximately 10 km downstream of Bakers Creek.
Expansion of tailings facilities is under consideration at the Rosebery mine to extend the mine life. Closure and
relinquishment are under consideration for the Hercules legacy mine. The key closure issues for the Hercules
mine site are (i) acid mine drainage (AMD) from underground and waste rock features adjacent to surface water
bodies and natural areas, (ii) safety and stability of underground workings and open pits and (iii) revegetation of
the steep landscape.
The overarching closure vision and strategy for the Hercules mine site is to reduce the mass pollution loads
reporting to the environment off lease to an acceptable level. Prevention of water ingress is a key focus. A
program of research investment is currently in place to address medium-longer term closure issues at the site.
Key challenges and possible future project foci:
1. AMD: Seeking a step change in management/treatment of AMD. In wet environments discharges are
exacerbated and for underground workings pathways may be more confounding. Common to other
mine sites. Recovery of resources from AMD streams may also be attractive; however, designs that
reduce operating expenses (power & waste sludge management) are more important.
2. Remote monitoring: Underground workings need mapping and inspection to inform potential closure
designs; however, human entry is now considered unsafe. Investigation of drone/robotics and
automation of sensors would reduce uncertainty in closure options assessment.
3. Regional tourism and post-mine use: Where safe and stable, site could offer adventure and geoeducational and eco-tourism experiences given high aesthetic qualities of the area and proximity to
other visitor attractions. Underground voids could be repurposed to pumped hydro, or for example
mushroom production.
4. For Rosebery, potential for reprocessing tailings to recover value and reduce overall legacy and
rehabilitation needs
5. Hydrology/hydrogeology: Steep slopes and underground workings challenge understanding of water
balances, pathways of flow and water flow dynamics.
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Figure 21: General features of the Hercules legacy site (used with permission of MMG)

Figure 22: Aerial 3D image of the steep slopped region of the Hercules mine showing some key features (used with
permission of MMG)
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2.8 Jarrahdale mine
The Jarrahdale mine is a closed bauxite mine located in the Darling
Range 40-50 km southeast of Perth, Western Australia (Figure 23). It
is part of a larger active bauxite mining lease encompassing the
Huntly and Willowdale mining operations (Figure 24).
The region has a hot-summer Mediterranean climate, with mean
annual rainfall of 1170 mm and average monthly minimum and
maximum temperature ranges of 12-19°C and 17-27°C respectively.
The bauxite ore bodies are within an overall lateritic development.
Gibbsite is the dominant ore mineral with only minor boehmite. The
bauxites are generally overlain by 0.3 to 0.6 m of loose sandy gravel
overburden and a discontinuous ferruginous hardcap layer of up to
1.5 m thickness. Together the hardcap and an earthy zone below,
Figure 23: Location of Jarrahdale mine
relative to Perth, WA
form the orebody, which averages 4 m in thickness, but locally may
exceed 12 m. A friable zone grades
downward into mottled kaolinitic
Snapshot
saprolite/bedrock forming the lower
Resources: Bauxite
Mining type: Surface excavation to < 5 m
boundary to ore. Early groundwater
Commenced mining: 1963
studies in this area examined the water
Closure or possible closure date: 1998, rehabilitated by 2001.
table response to forest clearing, and
Location:
40-50 km southeast of Perth, Western Australia
revegetation of rehabilitated areas (e.g.,
Climate: Hot-summer Mediterranean with 1170 mm rainfall
changes in groundwater configuration
Areal extent: 4090 ha of rehabilitation
due to forest management).
Key features of the footprint: Revegetated and rehabilitated, using
pines, non-local eucalypts and native forest species
Bauxite mining commenced at
Key
issues/interests: Optimised revegetation/rehabilitation
Jarrahdale in 1963 within the jarrah
strategies
and approaches.
(Eucalyptus marginata) forest. It ceased
Post-closure opportunities: Native forest, recreation, camping,
production in 1998. Mining consisted of
biking.
surface excavation, often to 1 m depth
Investment or momentum: Progressing optimal revegetation
but sometimes to 4-5 m. The total area
strategies.
cleared for mining and rehabilitated at
Ranking: Medium-High for consideration as demonstration site
Jarrahdale was 4090 ha, with local mine
Ownership: Alcoa
pit areas of one to tens of hectares.
Active rehabilitation and revegetation occurred until completion in 2001, to produce an ecologically sustainable
area that met Government agreed completion criteria. Continual improvements in revegetation strategies
occurred since revegetation first occurred up until completion in 2001. Strategies transitioned from
establishment of pine plantations with little site preparation to extensive site and landform preparation and
establishment of functioning jarrah forests. The latter aim was that post-mining land use mimicked pre-mining
land-use. Additionally, part of rehabilitated areas of Jarrahdale have incorporated recreational and mountain
bike use.
Prior to 1988 rehabilitation took place using a range of either pines or non-locally native eucalyptus species.
From 1988 onwards the goal of rehabilitation changed to re-establishing a self-sustaining jarrah forest
ecosystem and this was reflected in updates to agreed completion criteria. Since 1988 only locally native over29
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and under-storey species have been used. The progressive refinement of the rehabilitation approach has
involved research and investigation partnerships with all five WA universities, the Botanic Gardens and Parks
Authority (Kings Park), and the CSIRO. The Jarrahdale rehabilitated precinct houses long-term field trials of:
•

The effects of topsoil handling on rehabilitation outcomes

•

Fertiliser use and application in revegetation

•

Genetic provenance

•

The effects of stand thinning on jarrah growth in rehabilitation

•

The effects of jarrah density (stocking) on ecosystem development

A number of publications and public documents are available to provide greater context to the site and
rehabilitation efforts (e.g., Grant (2006); Grant and Koch (2007)).
Key challenges and possible future project foci:
1. Resilience: Investigating the resilience of rehabilitated areas compared with adjacent, unmined
reference forest sites
2. Biodiversity: Establishment, measurement and encouragement of ecosystem biodiversity in
rehabilitated areas
3. Community: Community understanding of mining effects on water and landscape features.
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Figure 24: Locations of some mines, refineries, urban centers, and ports in WA from Grant (2006)
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2.9 Junction Reefs mine (southern portion)
The Junction Reefs Mine is located 270 km
west of Sydney in the Central Tablelands of
New South Wales in Australia (Figure 25).
The mine is located on undulating, cleared
grazing land in a cereal cropping,
vineyards, and sheep and cattle grazing
region. The site is bisected by the Belubula
River with steep sided rocky ravines. The
northern lease area is 256 ha and the
southern adjoining lease areas a further
2.5-3 km south have a total area of 574 ha. Figure 25: Location of Junction Reefs mine relative to Sydney, NSW
The mine has a temperate climate with a
mean annual rainfall of 865 mm and mean
monthly temperature ranges between 1.5°C
and 26.8°C.
The mine is located within a major geological
structural high referred to as the Molong
Geanticline. This structure is part of the
Lachlan Fold belt, one of the major mineral
provinces in New South Wales. Workings were
in a 38 m thick sequence of ore beds at the
top of a slightly metamorphosed siltstonemudstone-chert sequence. Andesitic tuffs and
andesites overlie the ore beds. The
mineralisation is sulfide-rich – composed of
carbonate, quartz, calc-silicate minerals and
10-20% sulfides (pyrrhotite, arsenopyrite,
pyrite). The ore beds are generally oxidised
resulting in gossanous limonitic-haematitic
rock.

Snapshot

Resources: gold, arsenic, copper, lead, silver and zinc
Mining type: Historically underground adits for gold, then
open cut until 1995
Commenced mining: 1870s with adit mining; open cut
from 1987 to 1995
Closure or possible closure date: 1995
Relinquishment: in progress sequentially for portions of
the lease
Location: 270 km west of Sydney in New South Wales
Climate: Temperate, with average annual rainfall of 864.5
mm
Areal extent: 574 ha across the southern portion
Key features of the footprint: rehabilitated pits, and a
tailings facility, bordering streams
Key Issues/Interests: water balance, with localised
discharges to a creek line via adits
Post-closure opportunities: grazing, farming and
recreational camping.
Ranking: Medium-High for demonstration of hydrological
resilience of rehabilitation for variable mining practices
Ownership: OceanaGold

Mining commenced via gold finds in the
1870s, resulting in active mining between
1886 to 1938. More recent mining via open
cut methods occurred between 1987 until 1995 recovering gold, arsenic, copper, lead, silver and zinc.

Extensive rehabilitation has been completed providing the opportunity to commence staged relinquishment of
tenement portions. Currently, grazing occurs on freehold land within these mining tenements while areas of
crown land are being opened for public recreation, e.g., camping. Importantly, the rehabilitation completed on
the previous backfilled open cut pits contribute to the ecological values along this section of the Belubula River.
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Main features at the southern portion of the site (Figure 26) include three former open cut pits, a tailings
storage facility (TSF), and waste rock dumps local to the pits. These are now rehabilitated and largely blend into
the landscape. Some passive wetland treatment was incorporated into the design to capture any metal
discharges. There is remnant seepage discharge from the historic underground workings and adits and from the
TSF. Managing the interaction between the more recent mining activities with historical mining features, i.e.,
adits, is creating challenges for the relinquishment process.

Former pit
Former pit

Former pit

Former TSF

Figure 26: Main features of Junction Reefs mine

Key challenges and possible future project foci:
1. Water balance where rehabilitation has occurred to account for excess water at peak times that may
contain residual contaminants of concern and connecting with historical mining features such as old
mining adits. Linking surface water-groundwater, vegetation water use, with natural or passive wetland
treatment systems - in the context of sustainability and climate variability.
2. Assess land-use options to improve water balance, to mitigate surface water seepage into groundwater
and identification of alternate passive water treatment regimes.
3. Investigating the potential low-level episodic discharge of chemicals of concern where background
chemical concentrations can be high, and loadings are readily diluted in stream.
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2.10 Narngulu operations
Narngulu Operations are located approximately 450 km
north of Perth within the Narngulu Industrial Estate, a
designated industrial/commercial area within the City
of Greater Geraldton, Western Australia (Figure 27).
The region has a hot-summer Mediterranean climate,
with mean annual rainfall of 345 mm and average
annual minimum and maximum temperatures of 920°C and 20-33°C, respectively.
Narngulu’s operation encompasses an area of
approximately 300 ha. The operation has focused on
processing heavy mineral concentrate and consist of a Figure 27: Location of Narngulu operations relative to
Mineral Separation Plant (MSP) and a former Synthetic Geraldton, WA
Rutile Plant (NSR plant) (1985-2012). Its
Snapshot
main products have been zircon, rutile
Resources:
zircon,
rutile
and
ilmenite
and ilmenite products; the latter two for
Mining type: processing previously excavated materials
titanium oxide. The NSR plant was used
Commenced mining: 1975
to upgrade ilmenite to synthetic rutile
Potential closure date: 2033
which contains greater than 80%
Location: Geraldton, Western Australia; 450 km north of Perth
titanium oxide and removes iron and
Climate: Hot-summer Mediterranean climate with average
other impurities from the mineral.
annual rainfall of 345 mm
Areal extent: ~ 300 ha
Processing commenced in 1975. The
Key
features of the footprint: tailings storage facilities (TSF)
main features of the site are shown in
and ponds, and mineral process infrastructure
Figure 28. These include a range of
Key Issues/Interests: capping, lining of shallow tailings
tailings storage facilities (TSF) and
facilities/ponds; and reuse of waste streams
storage ponds (~80 ha), and process
Post-closure opportunities: land redevelopment for
plant features. Iron concentrate
commercial or industrial use; energy precinct
produced in the process has been
Ranking: Medium-High for capping, lining of shallow tailings
historically exported from the tailings
within a township and industrial precinct
Ownership: Iluka Resources Limited
storage facilities for reuse. Monazite is
also produced; it is a naturally occurring
radioactive material (NORM) that is transported offsite and stored as a feedstock for future rare earth
production. Groundwater is typically 10 m or greater below ground surface.

A range of tailings capping, and tailings pond cover liners have been trialed over the life of the operation. These
trials have included bituminous and low density polyethylene liners followed by covers of sand, loam and gravel.
Key challenges and possible future project foci:
1. Optimal capping strategy for tailing storage facilities and ponds.
2. Reuse options for waste products and residues
3. Developing a beneficial land use beyond current operations, within an industrial precinct bordered by
residential areas.
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Figure 28: Main features at the Narngulu site from Iluka (2018)
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2.11 Norwich Park mine
Norwich Park is located 25 kms south-east of Dysart and
256 km south-west of Mackay, Queensland (Figure 29). It is
one of many coal mines in the Bowen Basin. It mined hard
coking coal until 2012 when the site was placed into a care
and maintenance regime.
The site has a hot, semi-arid climate with mean annual
rainfall of 667 mm, and average monthly minimum and
maximum temperature ranges of 9-22 °C and 23-34 °C.
The mine commenced operations in 1979 using dragline,
truck and shovel mining methods. Coal was processed at an
on-site coal preparation plant and then railed 256 km to the
Hay Point Port, near Mackay. The mine is situated in a
primarily grazing area. The mine had been in continuous
production of 32 years up to the time of its closure in 2012.
The regional geology and coal measures are shown in Figure
30.
Open cut pits at the mine were largely elongated and
required the clearing of vegetation, the removal and
replacement of topsoil and stockpiling of overburden. After
the coal was mined, disturbed areas were rehabilitated.
Many of the mine pits have filled with water and
evaporation from these pit lakes has been investigated
recently by McJannet et al. (2019). Mine infrastructure
Figure 29: Location of Norwich Park mine relative to
Dysart and Mackay, Qld
consisted of the coal preparation plant, water dams and a
rail load out facility. Raw water used at the mine
Snapshot
was delivered to the site via the Bingegang water
Resources: coking coal
pipeline; sourced from the Bingegang Weir on the
Mining type: stripped open cut
Mackenzie River. Key features are shown in
Commenced mining: 1979
Figure 31.
Closure or possible closure date: 2012
A broad scope of restorative works was
undertaken to rehabilitate the land both during
mining and after mining ceased. It included
reshaping the landscape, ripping, ameliorating,
spreading topsoil and seeding to encourage
revegetation. The aim was to make the land
suitable for its agreed post-mining land use. Some
rehabilitated land is being used for grazing. In
2019, 294 ha of rehabilitated land was certified as
such by the Queensland Government.

Location: 256 km south-west of Mackay, Queensland
Climate: hot semi-arid (stepped) climate, with average
annual rainfall of 667 mm
Areal extent: 14,000 ha
Key features of the footprint: open cut strip pits,
overburden piles facility, some process infrastructure
Key issues/interests: water and chemical balance of open
cut pit lakes; final landform; community perceptions;
revegetation success
Post-closure opportunities: cattle grazing
Ranking: Medium
Ownership: BHP
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Figure 30: Main geological features and coal measures in the vicinity of Norwich Park mine (BHP Billiton Limited, 2013)

Key challenges and possible future project foci:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Rehabilitation of strip-mined areas typical of hard coal regions
Water (and chemical) balance of pit lakes
Cumulative impacts and responses in multi mine regions
Landform reshaping and land restoration across large areas
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Figure 31: Norwich Park mine showing pit lakes (left panel) and a more detailed view of the facilities farther south (right
panel). Imagery from ESRI
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2.12 Nullagine mine
Nullagine mine is located 150 km north of Newman, in the
Pilbara region of Western Australia (Figure 32). Nullagine
operated as an iron ore mine from 2010-2015, with mining,
crushing and screening processes.
It is located within the Chichester subregion of the Pilbara
bioregion, characterised by undulating Archaen granite and
basalt plains including significant areas of basaltic ranges (Van
Vreeswyk, Payne, Leighton, & Hennig, 2004). It is characterised
by low hills, ridges and slopes and minor stony plains – and
largely parallels Bonnie Creek. The formation consists of mafic
and felsic volcanic, shale, siltstone, sandstone and
conglomerate, as well as dolomite and banded iron formation –
with ore in iron-rich paleochannels.
It has a hot desert, semi-arid to arid climate with hot, wet
summers and warm, dry winters. Mean annual rainfall is
approximately 348.5 mm, and average daily minimum and
maximum temperature ranges are 12.1-26°C and 26.9-41.7°C,
respectively.
It is located within the subregion of the Pilbara Interim
Biogeographic Region of Australia (Plantecology Consulting,
Figure 32: Location of Nullagine mine relative to
2013). The subregion comprises three land systems, Rocklea Port Hedland, WA
Basalt hills, plateaux, lower slopes and minor stony plains
supporting hard Spinifex (and occasionally soft
Spinifex) grasslands; Robe - Low limonite mesas
Snapshot
Resources: iron ore
and buttes supporting soft Spinifex (and
Mining type: open cut
occasionally hard Spinifex) grasslands; and
Commenced mining: 2010
Wona - Basalt upland gilgai plains supporting
Closure or possible closure date: 2015
tussock grassland and minor hard Spinifex
Location: 150 km north of Newman, Western Australia
grassland (Figure 33).
Climate: Hot desert, semi-arid to arid climate with mean
annual rainfall of 348.5 mm
Areal extent: 150,000 ha
Key features of the footprint: excavated and open cut
areas, stockpiles, revegetated regions
Key issues/interests: rehabilitation, vegetation survival,
soil health,
Post-closure opportunities: native vegetation, Indigenous
land use, tourism
Ranking: Medium
Ownership: Fortescue Metals Group
Figure 33: Spinifex plain
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The main features of the mine (Figure 34) include excavated and open cut areas, waste rock dumps, overburden
stockpiles, and some site infrastructure and extensive revegetated regions and trails of rehabilitation.

Figure 34: Image of Nullagine

Key challenges and possible future project foci:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Revegetation on a large scale - and how to promote diversity in soft/hard spinifex species
Soil health properties and soil 'manufacturing' for beneficial native vegetation and rehabilitation
Post-mining land use options, including Indigenous preferences
Non-rock, soil-vegetation covers for stockpiles and waste rock dumps
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2.13 Ottery mine
The Ottery Mine is an abandoned mine site located 8
km northeast of Emmaville, NSW (360 km southeast of
Gold Coast, Qld; Figure 35). Nearby is the Glen
Smelting Tailings Emplacement at Tent Hill (Tent Hill)
located 5 km northeast of Emmaville. Ottery
commenced operations in 1882 and it ceased in 1957.
At Ottery arsenic and tin were recovered from
underground mining and via and some open voids.
Ore was mined, crushed and partly processed in
furnaces at Ottery prior to smelting at Tent Hill.
It has a temperate oceanic climate with mean annual
rainfall of 770 mm, and average monthly minimum
and maximum temperature ranges of 1-15°C and 1529°C, respectively.

Figure 35: Location of Ottery mine relative to Emmaville,

In the mine vicinity, quartz veins were associated with NSW and Gold Coast, Qld
fissures in a body of granite which intrudes claystone
and tuff. Arsenopyrite (FeAsS) and cassiterite (SnO₂)
Snapshot
were the main ore minerals extracted for arsenic
Resources: arsenic, tin
and tin, but pyrrhotite (Fes) and pyrite (FeS₂) are
Mining
type: underground/adits and open cut
also present.
Commenced mining: 1882
Activities at Ottery and Tent Hill have left behind
Closure or possible closure date: 1957
Location: 8 km northeast of Emmaville, NSW
residual mining wastes spread over about 8
Climate: temperate oceanic climate with average annual
hectares (Toyer & Main, 1980). Several adits and
rainfall of 770 mm
former mine shafts are present throughout the
Areal extent: 8 ha
Ottery mine site. Voids created by open cut mining
Key features of the footprint: waste rock dumps, slimes
are present in the southern part of the site. There
dump, former adits and mine shafts, some voids
are four main waste rock dumps, as well as a slimes
Key issues/interests: acidic metal rich discharges,
dump and tailings storage facility (Figure 36).
arsenic condensates, geochemical immobilisation,
Both sites are significant point sources of arsenic as
well as acid and metalliferous drainage issues.
Arsenic condensates and salt efflorescence show as
white/pink residue on the surface of brickwork in
the arsenic chambers, calciner and refinery furnace
(Hebbard et al. (2017); Figure 37).

rehabilitation challenges
Post-closure opportunities: industrial tourism,
recreational, biodiversity
Ranking: Medium
Ownership: Abandoned, NSW Government

Various investigations have been undertaken at Ottery, and especially over the last 30 years, with some
remediation work also completed. Selective surficial rehabilitation works at Ottery were undertaken during the
1990s, including reshaping of waste rock dumps, installation of fencing and signage around the arsenic
treatment plant, partial covering of the slimes dump, installation of safety mesh over mine shafts and stopes,
and revegetation trials on a graded slope below the arsenic treatment plant.
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Ottery is seen as a high priority for action under the NSW Government’s Legacy Mines Program (formerly the
Derelict Mines Program), and further rehabilitation action is being planned. Retention of historic mine
infrastructure is intended at Ottery. Little infrastructure is in place at Tent Hill now.

Figure 36: Location of site features, showing the boundary according to the State Heritage register (in orange), and the
fenced area enclosing the Ottery processing plant (in red). The inset shows the details of the processing plant within the
fenced area (modified after Hebbard et al. (2017))

Figure 37: The efflorescence on exposed brickwork at Ottery from Hebbard et al. (2017)
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Key challenges and possible future project foci:
1. Effectiveness of relocating tailings, slimes and waste rock dump materials containing high acidity and
metal loads
2. Geochemical stabilisation of waste materials
3. Revegetation effectiveness in aggressive geochemical environments
4. Human and ecological exposures and risks of arsenic precipitates and acidic metal-rich discharges
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2.14 Prominent Hill mine
Prominent Hill mine is quite remote, located southeast of
Coober Pedy and ~650 km northwest of Adelaide in South
Australia (Figure 38). It recovers copper and gold.
It has a hot arid desert climate with mean annual rainfall of
150 mm, and average monthly minimum and maximum
temperature ranges of 5-22°C and 18-37°C.
Prominent Hill lies in the northeast of the Mesoproterozoic
Gawler Craton. It comprises Paleo- and Mesoproterozoic
metamorphic and igneous rocks with multiple iron-oxide
and mafic rock sources. The mineralisation is as iron oxide
copper and gold located in the Gawler Craton, South
Australia. The copper mineralisation occurs as
disseminations of chalcocite, bornite and chalcopyrite in the
matrix of the breccia. It includes potentially acid forming
mineralisation.

Figure 38: Location of Coober Pedy relative to Port

The main features include an open pit mine (Malu) and
Augusta, SA
underground workings (Ankatu and
Malu mine areas), a waste rock dump,
Snapshot
and a tailings facility (Figure 39).
Resources: copper, gold
Mining commenced in 2009, and
Mining type: open pit, crushing, grinding and flotation processing
Commenced mining: 2009
closure is planned for 2023, but with an
Closure or possible closure date: 2023 but extension being
extension under discussion. The open
considered
pit closed in 2018 after 10 years of
Location: 650 km northwest of Adelaide in South Australia
production.
Climate: Hot arid desert, with average annual rainfall of about
The South Australian Government is
150 mm
Areal extent: 7856 ha
partnering to invest in an innovation
Key
features of the footprint: waste rock dump, open pit, tailings
and technology centre (Arkani Ngura
storage facility (TSF)
Innovation and Technology Centre) at
Key issues/interests: longevity of waste rock dump rehabilitation
Prominent Hill mine site to be
- geotechnical and geochemical stability
operational by 2024, to attract
Post-closure opportunities: innovation precinct with the South
technology projects, METS companies
Australian Government
and student projects and training. This
Ranking: Medium – due only to the remote location
provides an additional mechanism for
Ownership: Oz Minerals
supporting demonstration activities on
site
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Figure 39: Main features at the site (Oz Minerals, 2013)

Key challenges and possible future project foci:
1. WRD rehabilitation and landform stability: The long term geotechnical and geochemical stability of WRD
rehabilitation will be important for closure under climate change scenarios. Evaluating current
implemented approaches would be valuable.
2. Climate variations: Risk to mine operations and closure due to predicted climate alterations - increased
temperatures in an already hot dry environment, and a potential increase in the intensity of rainfall
events.
3. Post-mining land use options
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2.15 Roy Hill mine
The Roy Hill mine is located 110 km north of Newman in
the Pilbara of Western Australia (Figure 40). It is one of a
number of iron ore mines in the Pilbara. It consists of the
mine itself, a 344 km rail corridor, and a port at Port
Hedland.
The region has a semi-arid climate characterised by
seasonal periodic rainfall and high evaporation rates.
Mean annual rainfall is 310 mm (for Newman) and average
monthly minimum and maximum temperature ranges are
10-26 °C and 25-41 °C respectively.
The mine is situated at the southern foot slopes and
foothills of the Chichester Range and extends into the
Fortescue Valley. The foothills and upper colluvial plains of
the Chichester Ranges are drained by several ephemeral
creeks, which generally flow in a south-westerly direction
towards the Fortescue River and Marsh. Kulbee Creek
passes through the centre of the mine project area.
The stratigraphic units in the mine area range from the
Warrie Dolomite and Roy Hill Shale Member through the
Nammuldi Member of the Marra Mamba Iron Formation to
Cainozoic sediments and recent regolith products. The iron Figure 40: Location of Roy Hill mine near Newman and
resource being mined includes mineralised sections of the Roy Hill Port near Port Hedland, WA
Marra Mamba unit, known as the Nammuldi
Member, and overlying detrital deposits.
Snapshot
Resources: Iron ore
Groundwater is typically 20-40 m below ground
Mining type: Open cut
and is commonly alkaline and brackish to saline.
Commenced mining: 2011
This is utilised as a resource and pumped to ensure
Closure or possible closure date: >2032.
dewatering is effective during mining operations.
Location: 110 km north of Newman, Western Australia
Climate:
Semi-arid with 310 mm of rainfall
Main features at the mine sites include the open
Areal extent: 30,356 ha
excavated areas and pits, revegetated areas, waste
Key features of the footprint: revegetated and
rock dumps, a wet high intensity magnetic
rehabilitated, using pines, non-local eucalypts and native
separator to recover higher grade iron ore from
forest species
waste streams, levees and diversion features, a
Key issues/interests: optimised revegetation
network of boreholes for extraction of
/rehabilitation strategies and approaches.
groundwater and reinjection of reject water, and
Post-closure opportunities: native landform, Indigenous
tailings storage facilities (Figure 41). Linked to the
values, recreational tourism
Investment or momentum: progressing optimal
mine are a rail service corridor, and a port facility
revegetation strategies.
at Port Hedland.
Ranking: Medium
Ownership: Roy Hill
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Figure 41: Outline of Roy Hill Mining Project tenements and a close-up view of some of the mine features (red boxed
area) from Roy Hill (2015)

Closure/rehabilitation strategy being increasingly pursued. Revegetation actions and trials have commenced
especially focused on the rail corridor, but now progressing to the mine site. Stability assessment of waste rock
dumps is progressing.
Remote monitoring and overlay technology have been utilised to assess the success of revegetation and
rehabilitation trials and efforts (Figure 42). Using this approach, 430 hectares of rehabilitated areas were
successful relinquished. The mine has also trialled seeding options, partnered with Indigenous communities,
investigated native plants, and created progressive rehabilitation plans.
Other challenges to rehabilitation are salinity, the arid climate, and whether ‘natural’ ecological progression will
be achieved on revegetated areas. Cumulative effects of clustered mine site operations may also be a focus
including - vegetation intensity/continuity, water resources, community views. Experiences are shared via the
Pilbara Rehabilitation Group, involving a number of companies.
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Figure 42: Remote sensing assessment of vegetation cover percentages from 2016 to 2020 (Emapper, 2021)

Key challenges and possible future project foci:
1. Remote monitoring and mapping of vegetation cover and rehabilitation success
2. Landform and waste rock dump stability - degree of rock armour required and metrics for assurance
3. Seeding success in rehabilitated areas whether for waste rock dumps (e.g. spinifex) or flat terrain (e.g.,
mulga).
4. Cumulative impacts and responses and common issues across multiple mine sites - e.g., Indigenous
engagement, post-mining use and landform, water, seed types and supplies, revegetation success.
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2.16 Rum Jungle mine
Rum Jungle mine is a legacy mine site that recovered
uranium and copper. It is located 105 km south of
Darwin, Northern Territory (Figure 43). It was Australia’s
first large scale uranium mine.
It has a tropical wet-dry monsoonal climate with mean
annual rainfall of 1490 mm, and average monthly
minimum and maximum temperature ranges of 17-24°C
and 32-37°C, respectively.
Open pit mining operations commenced in 1954 and it
closed in 1971. The mine is located at the headwaters of
the Finniss River (East Branch), at the northern
boundary of Litchfield National Park, about 10 km west
of the town of Batchelor.
Figure 43: Location of Rum Jungle mine relative to
The mine ore body had high levels of sulfides (e.g.,
Darwin, NT
pyrite) and early mining saw releases of acids and
metals from waste heaps into the East Branch
Snapshot
of the Finniss River. To enable access to the
Resources:
Uranium
and
copper
orebody, locally flows were redirected through
Mining type: open cut
a diversion channel.
Commenced mining: 1954
Geologically, ore deposits occur within the
Closure or possible closure date: 1971
Location: 105 km south of Darwin
Whites Formation near its contact with
Climate: tropical wet-dry monsoonal climate with
Coomalie Dolostone. Deposits are strongly
average annual rainfall of 1490 mm
associated with fault zones (and hence
Areal
extent: 650 ha
structurally controlled). Ore was deposited in
Key features of the footprint: waste rock dumps, former
carbonaceous slates by selective replacement
open pits, adjacent to sensitive streams
along shear zones that intersect local faults. In
Key issues/interests: Indigenous concerns, acidic metal
situ lateritization has occurred and as such
rich discharges, sensitive receiving waters, rehabilitation
deeply weathered soil profiles are present over
challenges, radionuclides
much of Rum Jungle.
Post-closure opportunities: Indigenous use, recreational
area; biodiversity
Shallow groundwater flows in unconsolidated
Ranking: Medium
hydrostratigraphic units, including weathered
Ownership: Legacy, Federal and NT government
soils and alluvium near the streamlines. The
primary permeability of bedrock tends to
decrease with depth (as bedrock becomes more competent). Local aquifer heterogeneity (due to fracturing,
weathering, etc.) is considerable. Groundwater levels are typically located within 10 m of ground surface in the
dry season and are shallower during the wet season.

The main features of the mine (Figure 44) include three open pits, and four waste rock dumps, and a tailings
storage facility.
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Between 1983 to 1986 the Australian Government funded a rehabilitation program at a total cost of $18.6
million. This included treatment of pit waters, infilling one pit with tailings residues, reshaping waste rock dumps
and installing compacted clay covers and re-diversion of the East Branch of the Finniss River and removal of
dams. However, remediation works deteriorated, and the site remained a source of pollution to the Finniss River
catchment. A new stage of remediation was negotiated over the period 2009-2020 with a cost estimate of $300
million. Planning has involved Traditional Owners of the land - Kungarakan and Warai.
A range of scientific, investigative and monitoring studies (e.g., Davy (1975); Davis (1983); Kraatz and Applegate
(1992); Jones (2015)) have assisted in evaluating the rate of production of acidic leachate at the site, and waste
rock dump rehabilitation and revegetation strategies.
There are opportunities to examine the effectiveness of broad scale and repeated rehabilitation strategies, acid
mine drainage production and amelioration strategies, evaluate long term predictions of modelling approaches,
determine restoration of metal-impacted aquatic ecosystems, long-term partnerships between Governments
and Traditional Owners over complex rehabilitation options, and pit water-surface water-groundwater
interactions.
Key challenges and possible future project foci:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Acid mine drainage (AMD) amelioration and estimation of loads to streamlines
Long term assessment of predictions and rehabilitation strategies
Benefits of waste rock dump reshaping and cover effectiveness.
Community and regional communication and training options

Figure 44: Main features at the Rum Jungle site from Roberston GeoConsultants Inc. (2016)
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2.17 Weipa mine
Weipa is the largest town on the Cape York Peninsula, Queensland
(Figure 45). Bauxite mining commenced in 1961 and prospects are
that mining can continue for several decades.

N

The region has a tropical savanna, wet climate with mean annual
rainfall of 1870 mm and mean minimum and maximum temperature
ranges are 19-24°C and 31-36°C respectively.
The Weipa operations include three bauxite mines (East Weipa,
Andoom and the newest Amrun mine), processing facilities, ship
loaders, wharf, ports, power station, and rail and ferry facilities
(Figure 46).

Weipa

The Cape York Peninsula bauxites are thin tabular deposits that vary
up to 10 m thick, and typically are continuous laterally for many
kilometres. The top layered geological units include coastal dunes,
estuarine and delta deposits, followed by the dominant ferruginous
duricrust, including bauxite, derived from heavily laterised
sandstones of the underlying Bulimba formation.
Bauxite at Weipa is found in a layer typically 3-4 m deep in the form
Figure 45: Location of Weipa operations on
of small, red pebbles, called pisolites. Strip mining creating shallow
the Cape York Peninsula, Qld
open pit structures uses scrapers to remove the topsoil which varies
in depth from 1 to 10 m. Recovered ore is
beneficiated via washing and screening and then
Snapshot
shipped to refineries in Gladstone, Queensland,
Resources: bauxite
and elsewhere.
Mining type: shallow open pit
Commenced mining: 1961
Vegetation is removed from the site prior to
Closure or possible closure date: >2060
mining. During rehabilitation topsoil from mined
Location: Cape York Peninsula, Queensland
areas is returned. The area is then revegetated
Climate: Wet, tropical savanna with average annual
using local native seeds and fertiliser. Full
rainfall of 1870 mm
restoration is challenging especially in trying to
Areal extent: 27290 ha for the mining lease.
achieve pre-mining biodiversity metrics.
Key features of the footprint: extensive shallow open
pit excavations, transport hubs, revegetated regions
Post-closure, the aim is to return mined lands to
Key issues/interests: township dependence on mining,
Traditional Owners.
operations; rehabilitation challenges; Traditional Owner
preferences
Post-closure opportunities: Indigenous ownership
Ranking: Medium
Ownership: Rio Tinto
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Figure 46: Mining lease boundary for the Amrun project (left) and a close-up view of the regional setting showing aspects
of mined areas and the Township of Weipa (Anon., 2015)

Key challenges and possible future project foci:
1. Proximity and interactions of the Weipa town, Traditional Owners and the neighbouring community of
Napranum
2. Transitioning habitat conversion into habitat restoration, and biodiversity success
3. Climate influences on rehabilitation resilience
4. Post-mining land use options and economies, including Indigenous preferences
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2.18 Woodcutters mine
Woodcutters mine is located 80 km south of Darwin,
Northern Territories (Figure 47). Woodcutters operated as
a lead-zinc-silver mine from 1984 to 1999 when ore was
depleted. The 15 years of operation targeted near surface
high-grade deposits through open-cut mining, then in 1987
underground operations commenced. It was acquired as a
legacy site by Newmont in 2002 and rehabilitation was
completed in 2005. The site has been in post-closure
monitoring and maintenance since 2006.
It has a tropical savanna, wet climate (monsoonal zone)
with mean annual rainfall of 1467 mm, and average
monthly minimum and maximum temperature ranges of
17-24°C and 32-37°C.
The mining leases straddle Aboriginal freehold land, vacant Figure 47: Location of Woodcutters mine relative to
Darwin, NT
crown land, and other freehold land. The Stuart Highway
forms the eastern boundary of the
Snapshot
mineral lease and its north and western
Resources: lead-zinc-silver
boundaries are the Finniss River
Mining type: open cut and underground workings
Aboriginal Land Trust administered by
Commenced mining: 1984
the Northern Land Council (NLC).
Closure or possible closure date: 1999
Nearby is the old Rum Jungle uranium
Location: 80 km south of Darwin in the Northern Territories
mine.
Climate: Tropical savanna, wet climate, with average annual
rainfall of 1467 mm
There is no infrastructure remaining at
Areal extent: 700 ha, of which 260 ha are Aboriginal freehold
the mine associated with its mining
Key features of the footprint: backfilled pit, covered waste rock
history. The main features of the mine
storage facility, sedimentation dam and wetlands constructed out
(Figure 48) include a low infiltration
of former borrow pits
cover over the waste rock facility, an
Key issues/interests: Pathway to relinquishment
open pit filled with tailings and capped,
Post-closure opportunities: Aboriginal Land Trust management
a sedimentation dam, rehabilitated
Ranking: Medium. Legacy site where on-going environmental
monitoring is required and relinquishment under investigation.
tailings facility footprints and wetlands
Ownership: Newmont
constructed from former borrow pits.
Remediation of the site involved
placement of backfill in the footprint of
the tailings dam to raise the ground level above the maximum predicted future groundwater elevation. The
material used to raise the ground level created a borrow pit which was reclaimed to form a wetland.
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Figure 48: Main features at the Woodcutters site
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Figure 49. Wetlands development involving Kungarakan and Warai Traditional Owners

Key challenges and possible future project foci:
1. Showcasing the consultative process with Traditional Owners to develop post-mining land use options
for different domains on the site;
2. Showcasing the approach to maximising employment opportunities for Traditional Owners;
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3. Showcasing completed rehabilitation (i.e., encapsulated waste rock storage facility, pit backfilled with
tailings and capped) and monitoring strategies (i.e., landform stability and water quality modelling,
Receiving Environment Monitoring Program) to increase the likelihood of achieving site relinquishment.
4. Case study on the issue of mine impacted groundwater rising to the surface during the period 2012 to
2015 to include:
• Studies to identify source of issue;
• Process to determine remediation strategy (i.e., raise ground elevation);
• Traditional Owner consultation on remediation strategy and design (committee meetings);
Indigenous training and employment during earthworks and revegetation;
• Incorporating the final land option of wetlands which was determined through the consultative process
with Traditional Owners, as a key project deliverable.
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2.19 Yallourn mine
The Yallourn mine is located in the Latrobe
Valley, 150 km east of Melbourne, Victoria
(Figure 50). It recovers brown coal. Mining
commenced in the early 1920s and closure is
planned for 2028.
It has a temperate, oceanic climate with mean
annual rainfall of 800 mm, and mean monthly
temperature ranges between 20 and 40°C
(daily maximum temperatures).
The geology of the Upper Latrobe Valley Coal
Figure 50: Location of Yallourn mine relative to Melbourne, Vic
Measures consists of thick brown coal seams
interbedded with clays and sands. The
Snapshot
Yallourn seam is the youngest of the
Resources: brown coal
coal seams and overlain by Tertiary and
Mining type: open cut
Quaternary age sediments comprising
Commenced mining: 1920s (Yallourn North Open Cut in 1890s)
clays, silts and sands. This overburden
Closure or possible closure date: 2028
materials is generally about 20 m thick.
Location: 150 km east of Melbourne in Victoria
The mining depth is less than 140 m.
Climate: Temperate oceanic climate, with average annual rainfall
of 730 mm
The main features of the mine (Figure
Areal extent: 2500 ha
51) include open cut batters at East
Key features of the footprint: two mine pits and associated mine
Field and Maryvale Field, and Mid field
batters; Yallourn Power Station; Morwell River Diversion with two
dump and Township Field overburden
mine open cut pits either side; Latrobe River north of the mine; ash
dump. The Morwell River Diversion is
dumps in Yallourn North Open Cut; Morwell River Wetlands
located through the centre of the mine
Corridor.
site with the two main open cut pits
Key issues/interests: water management; fire risk; geotechnical
either side. The Yallourn Power Station
instability of the batters and floor heave; social and economic
is located just to the north of the pits.
outcomes from future land use and development.
The Latrobe River runs along the
Post-closure opportunities: full pit water body
Ranking: Medium – High for water and fire risks; covers and
northern boundary of the mine, with
erodibility issues; regional multi-mine site closure pressures; water
ash dumps to the north of the Latrobe
resources
River in the Yallourn North Open Cut.
Ownership: Energy Australia
The Morwell River Wetlands Corridor is
immediately upstream of the Morwell
River Diversion.
A range of activities are in place or underway, for example to understand geotechnical stability of open cut pits
and subsequent batter stability, and more regionally with the Victorian Government assessing social and
economic factors influencing future land use and development in the Latrobe Valley and the best use of the
region’s water resources for mine rehabilitation, which involves balancing environmental, stakeholder and
community needs.
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Figure 51: Main features at the Yallourn site (EnergyAustralia, 2015)

Key challenges and possible future project foci:
1. Potential and threshold triggers for spontaneous combustion - how to manage spontaneous combustion
for long term closure, including the risk profile of allowing trees to grow on covers creating potential
burning routes
2. Thickness of cover material required to protect from a bush fire
3. Tracking success of historically rehabilitated areas linked to soil properties (some work undertaken to
assess this)
4. Soil cover and erosion testing linked to soil mixing, dispersive soil amelioration, construction of topsoil
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2.20 Yandicoogina mine
The Yandicoogina mining area is located 90 km
northwest of Newman in the Pilbara of Western
Australia (Figure 52). It is one of several mining
operations along a Channel Iron Deposit (CID).
Adjacent mine sites are shown in Figure 53 along
the northern boundary of the mining lease.

N
Cape Lambert

The region has a hot, semi-arid climate
characterised by seasonal periodic rainfall and high
evaporation rates. Mean annual rainfall is 310 mm
(for Newman) and average monthly minimum and
maximum temperature ranges are 9-25 °C and 2440 °C respectively.
The geology consists of three main layers: (1)
basement rock, (2) the CID, which is up to 70 m
thick, and consists of pisolite (iron oxide spheroids)
that have formed in the paleochannel, and (3)
overburden material consisting of clays, alluvium
and a weathered (low iron concentration) channel
horizon (Rio Tinto, 2011).
The mine pits are all contained within a continuous
CID orebody, which also forms a major aquifer in
the area, located adjacent to and under the
intersection of Marillana/Yandicoogina Creek,
Phil’s Creek and Weeli Wolli Creek (Figure 54 and
Figure 55). Dewatering is necessary as a large
portion of the orebody is below the pre-mining
water table.
The CID is removed using open cut, conventional
drill-and-blast and load-and-haul mining methods
(Rio Tinto, 2015). Operations at Yandicoogina
consists of open cut pits, shown as Oxbow,
Junction South West (JSW), Junction Central (JC),
Junction South East (JSE), Pocket and Billiards in
Figure 53.

Newman

Figure 52: Location of Yandicoogina mining area relative to
Newman, WA and port operations at Cape Lambert

Snapshot

Resources: iron ore
Mining type: open cut
Commenced mining: 1998
Closure or possible closure date: >2030
Location: 90 km northwest of Newman
Climate: Hot, semi-arid with 310 mm of rainfall
Areal extent: 19,500 ha for the mining lease.
Key features of the footprint: open voids, a dewatering
system, several creeks that have cultural significance for
Traditional Owners
Key issues/interests: water management, including the
rehabilitation of creek systems
Post-closure opportunities: return to pastoral, but final
land use will require negotiations with BHP Billiton
Ranking: Medium-High
Ownership: Rio Tinto

The main components of the mine layout are
open voids with active mining at JC, JSE and JSW,
a dewatering system, a water management
system that involve reuse and discharge of
surplus to local streams, temporary out-of-pit waste dumps and in-pit waste backfilling of mined areas, levees
for flood protection and creek diversions (Rio Tinto, 2014). There is also a rail network connecting Yandicoogina
to the port at Cape Lambert.
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Mining areas at Yandicoogina are on a pastoral lease. Landforms resulting from mining are not considered
compatible with a return to pre-mining, pastoral activity (Rio Tinto, 2014). Alternative land use options are being
investigated in consultation with local communities and Traditional Owners. The anticipated closure outcome
includes a series of lakes that are disconnected from the Marillana Creek to allow the water table to recover and
sustain the riparian ecosystem, a large, deep lake in Weeli Wolli Creek to sustain groundwater during the dry
season, and revegetation of disturbed land (Rio Tinto, 2014).
Key challenges and possible future project foci:
1. Water management, including the rehabilitation of creek systems to ensure continuity of surface water
flow regimes and preservation of riparian ecosystems, and water quality management
2. Capping of highly erodible waste and designing rehabilitated landforms that are sustainable under
future climate scenarios
3. Cumulative effects and common issues across multiple mine sites - e.g., Indigenous engagement, postmining use and landform, water, seed types and supplies of local provenance, revegetation success.
4. Post-mining land use options and economies

Figure 53: General features of Yandicoogina mine. The mining lease is outlined in red. Note the location of adjacent
mining operations, including BHPBIO Yandi, Mineral Resources Phil’s Creek, IOH Iron Valley and FMG Nyidinghu (Rio
Tinto, 2014).
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Figure 54: Location of the mining lease and the intersection of Marillana/Yandicoogina Creek, Phil’s Creek and Weeli
Wolli Creek (Rio Tinto, 2014)

Figure 55: Schematic of groundwater aquifers at Yandicoogina (Rio Tinto, 2014)
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3. Abandoned Sites and Quarries
Two sets of issues and challenges related to abandoned mine sites and to quarry mine sites are drawn together
here. As with all mine sites, abandoned or legacy mines and quarries have some common issues and post-mine
challenges. However, they also have some unique challenges and opportunities.
Abandoned mine sites are highlighted in Section 3.1 because they are no longer operational nor owned
specifically by mining companies. They are largely legacy mines and nearly each state and territory of Australia
has established an arm of Government to catalogue and prioritise actions at such sites. Simplistically,
demonstration and involvement at such sites could be straightforward, but liabilities and conditions of access
may complicate use. Three individual legacy mine sites are included in Section 2 (Brukunga, Ottery and Rum
Jungle).
Quarries are summarised separately in Section 3.2, largely due to their proximity to urban centres. Intrinsically,
land value is often higher than more distant or remote mine sites. The post-quarrying potential of such sites may
involve redevelopment of land to new commercial, industrial or residential use.

3.1 Abandoned and legacy sites
Mine and quarry sites that have been inactive for
more than one year, have adversely affected the
land, and have no plan for management or
remediation are referred to as neglected sites,
with a distinction between those located on
Crown Land, referred to as ‘abandoned sites’, and
those located on private land, referred to as
‘legacy sites’ (Werner et al., 2020).
The definition of abandoned mines (and quarries)
varies slightly between different jurisdictions in
Australia. For example, in Queensland, sites are
classed as ‘abandoned’ once a mining tenure no
longer exists. Also, many mines can have a
prolonged care and maintenance status without
abandonment (Pepper, 2020).
An official definition provided by the Australian
government states that an abandoned mine is,
“where mining leases or titles no longer exist, and
responsibility for rehabilitation cannot be
allocated to any individual, company or
organisation responsible for the original mining
activities” (Commonwealth of Australia, 2016).

Figure 56: Locations of neglected mines and quarries in
Australia (n = 58,016) based on data from Werner et al.
(2020), which reviewed datasets of mines and quarries
collated by government departments and state agencies
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Approximate ‘neglected’ mine sites are: Western Australia (21,000), Victoria (18,000), New South Wales (7,200),
Tasmania (4,300), South Australia (3,800), Queensland (3,000), and Northern Territory (738) to give a national
total of 58,000 sites (Werner et al. (2020); Figure 56). Despite inconsistent definitions as to what constitutes an
abandoned mine, the main factor is that abandoned mines (and quarries) have incomplete rehabilitation.
Australian abandoned mine rehabilitation programs by jurisdiction, excluding the Australian Capital Territory are
described in Table 2. A review of these programs by Unger et al. (2015) showed large variability in the maturity
of these programs for a range of evaluative criteria (e.g., data management/inventory of abandoned mine sites,
leadership to prevent new abandoned sites). Website pages for each program were reviewed (August 2021) and
a descriptive summary and overview of how they fund and manage rehabilitation works is provided in Table 2.
Some of the recent or more challenging abandoned mine sites being rehabilitated are described in Table 3. This
information was obtained by consulting websites for each program and supplementing with publicly available
documents on the internet as most programs did not divulge complete details of how rehabilitation funds are
used across all sites. Moreover, this is likely to vary from year-to-year. The websites for each program listed
fewer than four case studies per state and many are quite old sites. Understandably, many of the practices at
priority sites were not subject to the current standard of environmental regulation of mining practices, nor
current community expectations.
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Table 2: State/territory government agencies overseeing abandoned/legacy mine programs
State

Agency/Comment about funding and monitoring

New South Wales Legacy Mines Program (LMP)
“The LMP has no statutory or legislative responsibility to remediate any mine site and only provides funding for projects once all other avenues
have been exhausted. The LMP operates on a goodwill basis and assumes no responsibility for the abandoned mine sites once works are
complete. Works primarily focus on remediating impacts on public land. Projects on private land are usually not funded unless there is also a
clear public benefit. Landowners with legacy mines on their land are responsible for any remediation and managing risks.”
The Legacy Mines Programs, formerly called the Derelict Mined Lands Rehabilitation Program, started in 1974. Prioritisation of projects is
based on compiled data across mine sites in NSW and the risk profile of the mine sites.
Northern Territory Department of Industry, Tourism and Trade
The Mining Remediation Fund, also known as the Legacy Sites Fund, was established in 2013 to address the NT’s legacy mine sites.
“The primary objective of the levy is to generate necessary funds to begin addressing historical mining impacts. It is also used to ensure current
and future exploration, mining and extractive activities are appropriately regulated to minimise environmental damage.”
“An inventory of legacy mine sites is currently being developed. The inventory will identify high risk sites with the potential to cause significant
environmental impact. The inventory and associated risk based assessment will be used to determine priority sites and the allocation of
resources.”
Queensland

Abandoned Mine Lands Program (AMLP), Queensland Government

The AMPL was established in 2001 to coordinate the assessment and management of historic mine sites throughout the state.
“Most abandoned mines date from before 2000, before Queensland laws were amended to provide stronger environmental management and
rehabilitation requirements for mining activities. Financial provisioning scheme legislation was passed in late 2018 and came into effect from 1
April 2019, further strengthening requirements.”
“The purpose of the AMLP is to undertake works to make abandoned mines safe, secure, durable, and productive.”
“In determining the allocation of resources to remediate abandoned mines, work will be prioritised based on risk to community health and
safety, the environment and property.”
Since inception in 2013, the AMLP, has established a comprehensive data base of abandoned mine sites and their characteristics, allowing
prioritisation of actions, and a resource for repurposing of mine sites. Preferences across sites are “re-commercialisation”, which brings mines
back into production, “repurposing” which progresses an alternate future land use; and “remediation/rehabilitation” which ensures a site is
left safe.
South Australia

Mineral Resources Division, Department for Energy and Mining

“The Extractive Areas Rehabilitation Fund (EARF) is a royalty financed scheme that protects the state against extractive mineral and private
mine operators who cannot meet their rehabilitation obligations.” The EARF was established under the Mining Act 1971
“At the Minister for Energy and Mining's discretion, funds may be used for rehabilitating former mines if the tenement holder has failed to
meet their obligations for agreed environmental outcomes, including outcomes for mine closure and completion.”
Tasmania

Mineral Resources Tasmania (MR), Tasmanian Government

The MRT manages the Rehabilitation of Mining Lands Trust Fund, which is a combination of recurrent funding along with forfeited security
deposits. The trust fund was established under the Mineral Resources Development Act 1995.
“In recent years, the mining industry agreed to an increase in royalties, a portion of which was to be allocated to a Trust Fund, for the sole
purpose of the repair of abandoned mining lands.”
“After sites have been selected and prioritised, a project brief will be drawn up for work by Mineral Resources Tasmania and circulated to
committee members. The agreed project brief will be the basis for invitation of tenders. This will include rehabilitation objectives, safety
requirements, environmental management.”
Department of Jobs, Precincts and Regions (DJPR) as mine regulator and the Department of Environment, Land, Water and
Victoria
Planning (DELWP) and Parks Victoria as Crown land managers
“There is no statewide approach to managing abandoned and legacy sites to reduce their environmental, public health and safety risks”,
according to the recent Victorian Auditor-General’s Office’s August 2020 Rehabilitating Mines Independent Assurance Report to Parliament,
which included a set of recommendations to rectify this situation. Separately, the Mine Land Rehabilitation Authority (MLRA) was established
in 2020 to promote the effective and consistent rehabilitation of coal mine land in accordance with the Latrobe Valley Regional Rehabilitation
Strategy, and has a potential broader remit related to any mines in Victoria that may be deemed to pose significant risks of harm to the
community, environment, and infrastructure.
Western Australia Abandoned Mines Program, Department of Mines, Industry Regulation and Safety
The abandoned mines program was established in 2012. “The Mining Rehabilitation Fund (MRF) in part replaced the Unconditional
Performance Bond system with an annual industry levy that encourages progressive rehabilitation during mining operations and provides funds
to rehabilitate abandoned mine features across the State.”

Note: all quotes in this table were sourced from relevant websites viewed in August 2021
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Table 3: Examples of significant abandoned sites highlighted by state/territory programs as requiring management and
remediation planning. Ottery mine, Rum Jungle and Brukunga mine sites are discussed in earlier sections of this report
Location
(date abandoned)

Resource

Site features / Foci of rehabilitation works

New South Wales
Conrad mine
(1957)
Ottery mine
(1957)
Captains Flat mine
(1962)

Silver, base metals

WRDs, fine grained tailings / capping of the tailings and managing AMD

Arsenic and tin

WRDs, TSFs and slimes dump / Reshaping WRDs, fencing/signage for public safety,
revegetation, relocation of waste material to reduce AMD
Shafts, adits, structures, tailings dump areas / Drainage control and stabilisation of
waste dumps to prevent erosion, AMD discharge and leaching and to prevent collapse

Lead, zinc, copper,
silver, gold

Northern Territory
Rum Jungle mine
Uranium and copper
(1971)
Redbank Project – Sandy Copper
Flat mine
(2016)

WRDs, former open pits / Revegetation, reduction of surface water pollution,
maintenance of WRDs to reduce public health hazard from radiation
Tailings dam, WRD, pit, heap leach pads and lined vats / landform and cover design,
removal of copper from pit water and surface copper

Queensland
Mount Morgan
(1992)
Mount Oxide mine
(1999)

Gold
Copper

WRDs, former open pits / Revegetation, reduction of surface water pollution,
maintenance of WRDs to reduce public health hazard from radiation
Adit, pit, stockpiles, leach heap and dumps, AMD from pit and runoff to waterways
during floods / Covering and moving stockpiles and removing copper precipitate from
creek

South Australia
Brukunga mine
(1977)
Radium Hill mine
(1961)

Iron sulphide minerals WRDs, ponds and tailings, discharge to sensitive streams / neutralisation plant to treat
AMD, creek diversions, TSF cover
Uranium
WRDs, tailings dams / Sealing of mine workings, landform design to minimise erosion
and capping of TSFs

Tasmania
Royal George Tin mine Tin
(1928)
Rossarden-Storys Creek Tin-tungsten
mines (1981)

Open cut, adit, shaft, barren tailings due to hostile conditions / stabilising legacy tailings,
capping shafts, revegetation
Adits, WRDs, shafts, AMD / removal of metal rich tailings with disposal in clay lined sites,
capping of WRDs, alkaline addition to creeks, red mud trials, sealing of adits and capping
shafts

Victoria
Bendigo Gold mine sites Gold
(2021)
Benambra mine
Zinc, copper
processing site (1996)

Tailings, shafts, evaporation ponds containing arsenic / Groundwater rising in
underground workings, remediating evaporation ponds
Underground mining, processing plant and tailings dam / improving drainage, removing
acidic sediment and controlling erosion

Western Australia
Bulong Nickel operation Nickel
(2005)
Ellendale Diamond mine Diamonds
(2015)

TSF and evaporation ponds / undertaking studies to plan and prevent seepage and dust
from the TSF
Pits, waste rock landforms, stockpiles, TSFs and other infrastructure / minimal
rehabilitation due to anticipated, future mining at the site with new stakeholders

Although all government-led, abandoned mine programs in Australia have financial arrangements in place to
fund rehabilitation works, there are insufficient funds to fully remediate all existing sites. Given the plethora of
abandoned sites, they are faced with the difficult task of prioritising sites for remedial actions. The handful of
sites that each abandoned mine program selected to highlight or feature on their web pages show that the
dominant environmental concern is acid mine drainage and largely for surface mining operations with TSFs,
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WRDs, stockpiles, and pits. A few of the priority sites are underground mines where shafts and adits pose
concerns for stability and mine-affected groundwater rising to the surface.
While the focus of the abandoned mine programs is to achieve ‘safe and stable’ outcomes for the sites, some
jurisdictions are more advanced with inventorying their sites to inform stakeholders of potential opportunities
for repurposing abandoned mines. The programs for Queensland and Western Australia are leading the way in
this regard, while South Australia (and likely other jurisdictions) recognise the importance of improving the
transparency of their data management systems for inventorying abandoned sites to help stakeholder
investigate opportunities, for example, finding ways to re-purpose a site such as extracting rare earth elements
from WRDs. In the case of the Redbank Project (Table 3), although the Northern Territory government has the
liability to rehabilitate the Sandy Flat mine site, Redbank Copper Ltd has been engaged to study how they can
convert copper-contaminated pit water and tailings/waste to a saleable, liquid copper sulphate product.
Another example is the old gold mine at Bendigo (Table 3) where the DELWP and the City of Greater Bendigo
have commissioned a feasibility study to build a pumped hydro system using the disused underground workings.

3.2. Quarries
There is a range of quarries nationally (Figure 57), possibly over 20,000 – some still recovering, or having
recovered, sand, gravels, and other materials for roads, buildings, and broader infrastructure and construction.
These can loosely be classified as hard rock or sand quarries.
Often the quarries are in peri-urban areas or close
proximity to urban centres, including large country
towns, and as such are accessible to facilities,
university campuses, and broader resources (Table
4). They can also be close to other commercial and
industrial activities.
Quarries may also be adjacent to water ways.
Historically, some quarries have transitioned to use
as landfills for domestic and other waste streams
(e.g., Alexander Drive sand quarry and landfill in
urban Perth). At that time, additional lining or
sealing of the excavation was limited or not
required. Recent regulation requires more stringent
controls of potentially leachable, volatile and
degradable (e.g., to methane) materials where such
a post-quarrying future is planned.
Figure 57: Numbers of active and inactive quarry sites in each
state based on data from Werner et al. (2020) and assuming
certain commodity materials pertain to quarrying and related
activities
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Table 4: Tabulation of example quarries in some states of Australia
Location

Operational

Resource

Lifetime

Comment

Golden Grove, SA

Yes

Sand

2040

Silt fines work currently under way

Maslin Beach, SA

Yes

Sand

2050

Bass Point, Shellharbor, Yes
NSW
Clarinda*, Melbourne
Victoria
Langwarrin, Victoria

Hard rock for high quality >2050
aggregate and road
construction
Sand
2034

157 ha

Wollert Quarry and
Landfill, Victoria
Wolffdene, Qld

No, but now a
recycling centre
No, but may
Sand
restart
Yes, but now also Basalt
alternate uses
Yes
Greywacke / argillite

Tweed, QLD

Yes

Sand

>2040

Hobart, Tas

Yes

Dolerite / hornfels

>2040

Gaskells, WA

Yes

Sand

>2040

Revegetated

Bunbury, WA

Yes

Basalt

30 years

2 sites next to each other.

2040
>2040

Recycling facility, wetland, native
trees, habitat
Currently not producing. Partially
revegetated.
350 ha; used for landfill and
energy

*Clarinda | Quarry Life Award

Post closure uses include native revegetation, renewable energy precincts, recycling centres, wetlands,
redevelopment, and transitioning land use from quarry to urban, commercial or industrial beneficial uses.
Challenges to closure can range from reuse of excavated landforms, shaping and stability of landforms,
rehabilitation and revegetation, climate change influences, water balances associated with the large areal extent
of excavations adjacent to potentially sensitive water supply areas, and community preferences and views.
With operations in each state there is an opportunity for cross-comparison of on ground trials which have
different climatic and substrate considerations.

Working hard rock quarry

Sand quarry and landfill with revegetation
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Post-closure images
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4. Summary and Reflections
A broad range of mine sites have been identified and described – that offer potential for demonstration sites in
CRC TiME projects. These include operational open and closed mines, and abandoned mines and quarries. They
span all states and the Northern Territory of Australia, near urban centres and regional, arid to tropical climates,
hard rock to sand and sedimentary geologies, and quarry resources, to iron ore, a range of minerals and coal.
Key challenges at these sites and potential future focus areas and projects have also been outlined. Potential
research areas are broad across waste rock dumps, final voids, tailings and pond facilities, potential acid forming
materials, final landforms, revegetation, landform reshaping, water management, community preferences, and
transitions to post-mining economic benefits.
Some of the challenges are accentuated by climate change drivers, cumulative effects across multiple mine sites,
seeding success, native vegetation and biodiversity challenges, disturbed and skeletal soils, complexities of
multiple historic mining approaches, and broader underlying chemical threats.
Here we have not investigated or summarized many sites related to contamination issues apart from acidic and
metalliferous impacts, which are common across many mine sites with sulfidic materials. More broadly, there
are other sources of pollutants at mine sites. Some are more or less mobile in process water, runoff, seepages
and other releases of chemicals used in mining and beneficiation, and explosives during exploration and mining.
Apart from metals generally, others might include cyanide, nitrate, phenolic compounds, NORM, salinity,
alkalinity, sulfuric acid, and/or other lixiviants used for recovery processes. Operating mines in Australia are also
the largest users of diesel and significant users of industrial solvents, and as such store large quantities. A
number of mine sites need to consider fuels and solvent releases that would also impinge on management,
regulatory and closure decisions.
Similarly, we have not strongly focused on the many types of tailings and waste materials possible from
processing ores – from fine particulates, sulfidic rich wastes, red muds from downstream processing of bauxite,
neutralized used acid materials from processing mineral sands, and the like. All are valid foci for ongoing
research in their own right.
The summaries provide a means for subsequent focused conversations to fit new or existing technologies and
approaches to possible candidate sites and issues for further upscaling and demonstration.
Included in our summaries are examples of individual legacy or abandoned mine sites (Rum Jungle NT, Brukunga
SA, Ottery NSW). As with the other summaries these are just examples of sites with their own issues and
complexities. To capture broader issues associated with abandoned sites we have incorporated a summary
section on such sites. Again, there are many commonalities with operating or mining company managed sites.
Different is ownership with abandoned sites being largely Government managed and owned. Whilst access to
mining company-owned sites has its own logistical challenges, abandoned sites may have less on-site support
and perhaps greater scrutiny of who owns liabilities and impacts if technology approaches cause unexpected
negative outcomes.
There are efforts to prioritise which of the approximate 58,000 abandoned mine sites nationally should be a
focus of further investigation or rehabilitation. For NSW, for example, near term priorities are Captains Flat near
Canberra and Ottery in New England. Queensland has established a comprehensive database across legacy mine
sites – it will enable searching of characteristics that may allow reuse or reprocessing of site resources, but also
attributes that allow future action if a priority. Such thinking and efforts are being mirrored across the states and
territories of Australia.
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With many mine sites continuing to head towards closure, concerted efforts are underway to limit adding even
more mine sites to the abandoned sites registers. Regulation is tightening along with bond obligations to assist
with this. Regardless, mine sites are continuing to be abandoned.
Technological approaches are less featured in what has been presented in summary form in this report. A strong
focus has been to highlight key challenges and issues at sites, rather than technological approaches. But it is
recognized that individual technological and socio-economic approaches will indeed be key to assisting closure
progress, and successful economic transitions. Technologies might include web-enabled sensors and probes to
monitor and measure mine condition and function, optimization of seeding technology approaches,
manufacturing and accelerating development of effective soils for rehabilitation, remote assessment of land and
vegetation condition, linking all elements of closure to quantify best actions to create minimal residual risk and
greatest post closure opportunities, autonomous drones and robots, resource recovery technology for
reprocessing waste tailings and mined materials, treatment options for acidic and metalliferous challenges,
modelling capability across landform and community options, biotreatment and bioprocess optimization
options, scenario assessment across pit lake final forms and adjacent aquifer interactions, automated data
capture, integration and assessment, low-carbon treatment and closure options, and fit for purpose technology
options for mine reuse (e.g., hydropower). Some such technologies and approaches, and a broader suite, are
being considered via the broader Programs in CRC TiME. Discussions between all stakeholders will yield a focus
to adopt, develop and demonstrate some of these at a greater scale.
In listing possible demonstration sites and challenges, it is recognized and acknowledged that significant
complementary efforts are underway supported by mining companies and state and federal agencies. Efforts to
address the challenges need scaling, whilst being conscious of avoiding duplication of effort. Next level
discussions with mining companies and government can achieve this based on utilizing this summary as a
resource. Sites might be chosen for the full range of the mine life cycle, evaluating strategies from mine
commencement to end of life as proposed via Program research in CRC TiME, but equally valid is adequate
evaluation of standalone measurement, treatment or revegetation technology at national demonstration scale.
This would provide ongoing advances and efficiencies at a relevant mine scale.
The challenge for transforming mining economies is immense. Next generation technologies and approaches are
needed to close sites safely and effectively and relinquish leases and liabilities to positive post-mine futures.
Demonstration sites are needed to grow shared efforts, to grow visibility of such step-change approaches, to
educate, to encourage uptake, to progress cost-efficiencies, and to include community preferences. Such
technologies and approaches showcased at national visibility scale promise hope for transforming our mining
futures.
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5. Recommendations
This report provides a short list of demonstration site options and itemizes the various challenges and issues at
those sites.
Several recommendations come from this work that will promote the success of CRC TiME:
Recommendation 1: In the near-term, in moving forward CRC TiME should actively encourage research
proponents and other stakeholders to lead in pairing research aims and objectives from the CRC TiME
Foundation Projects portfolio (Table 5) and subsequent new projects with potential demonstration sites to test
and showcase their methodologies at scale. It is acknowledged that consideration of demonstrate sites is
already underway in advancing some of CRC TiME’s future research agenda – in part described by the
Foundation projects in Table 5.
Recommendation 2: CRC TiME should frame how demonstration sites can be promoted to act as a platform to
enable better communication of site-specific challenges and engagement between industry/government and
researcher/METS to address specific challenges.
Recommendation 3: Consideration should be given to establishing a process/pathway for showcasing
success/failures of technology approaches (e.g., rehabilitation trials) at specific sites.
Recommendation 4: Consideration should be given to establishing a platform to capture high-priority
information/knowledge from the different sites, for example regarding strategies for AMD, wastes rock dump
stability, tailings, revegetation, and closure planning.
Recommendation 5: That specific consideration be given to demonstrations that incorporate community and
indigenous concerns and direct outcomes of positive value.
Recommendation 6: Develop a strategy and mechanism to link meaningfully with complementary efforts
underway by mining companies, state and federal agencies and other entities.
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Table 5: Summary of CRC TiME projects as at 30 November 2021 (https://crctime.com.au/research/projects/)
Theme

Project #

Operational solutions

Risk, evaluation, and planning

Regional economic
development

1.1

Title
Towards a framework for
cumulative regional impact
assessment

1.2

Post Mining Land Use

1.3

Mapping the regulation of mine
closure

2.1
2.2

Understanding stakeholder
values in post-mining
economies
Exploring the issues in mine
closure planning

2.3

Current tools, techniques and
gaps in evaluating mine closure

2.4

Quantifying risks and
opportunities from mine
closure

3.1

Integration and biophysical
aspects of mine closure

3.2

Transforming disparate
approaches to remote sensing
and monitoring to industry best
practice

3.3

Mine site water: options for
extracting value from open pits

3.4

Returning ecosystem resilience

Brief description of project aims and objectives
This project will lay the foundations for a theoretical and empirically grounded platform to facilitate
regional planning to build capacity to manage regional changes in land use, allowing for dynamic
assessments of distributional impacts.
Both risk and opportunity are considered in this project that will enable industry, governments and
researchers to understand ‘net optimisation’ of post closure value. It considers the feasibility and
possibilities of post-mining outcomes in a regional, national and global context, and examines the ‘doability’ of different repurposing options.
This project will map the Australian regulatory framework for mine rehabilitation and review the experience
in applying that framework to site rehabilitation, closure, and tenure relinquishment in the transition to
post-mining land uses that benefit regional development.
To illustrate the diverse interpretations of “value” by a wide range of stakeholders associated with a mine
and combining a review of existing literature with conducting original research to understand values from
different perspectives as well as possible ways to achieve ‘win-wins’ for different systems of values.
To investigate and understand the key closure planning issues that inhibit the realisation of mine closure
plans.
To determine practices, techniques and procedures currently employed by various mining companies and
mining services companies to quantify mine closure costs and benefits and associated mine closure risk.
This research intends to increase understanding with regards to current mine closure related decisionmaking processes and identify future research opportunities.
To develop and apply a framework to assess a range of design options for mine closure plans including the
quantification of associated risks and opportunities; quantifying the impacts on strategic level mine
planning processes, closure liability calculations and residual risks.
To develop an approach to describe the flow of environmental pollutants from a source, through different
pathways to potential receptors. It is anticipated that it can be adapted to the context of mine closure
planning.
To provide a ‘State of the Art’ review of remote sensing and monitoring capabilities; establish a basis for
developing consistent approaches; and articulate research priorities that leads to transformational change.
To examine the potential to optimise water management and water use for environmental restoration and
examine the potential opportunities and value of other beneficial water uses. This project will identify
challenges and opportunities and the key research needed to enable water management to achieve
environmental, cultural, and economic goals.
To establish a platform to organise effectively the CRC’s knowledge base and then deliver a conceptual
ecosystem return model highlighting the CRC’s collective capabilities to address prioritised knowledge gaps
and industry needs, and to substantiate regulatory compliance using robust science
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Theme

Project #

3.5
3.6

Collaborative infrastructure

3.7

Title
Mined landform stability and its
impact on transitioning for
regional benefits
Barriers to reducing acid and
metalliferous drainage (AMD)
risk
Comparative closure: assessing
the biophysical closure
challenges of different mining
methods

3.8

Increasing bio-available plant
nutrients in mineral waste

3.9

Climate change, vegetation and
risk for rehabilitation success

4.1

Dynamically transforming
environmental assessment
through a shared analytics
framework

4.2

Mine rehabilitation trials online
(MRTO)

4.3

Network of demonstration and
testing sites

4.4

The CRC TiME knowledge hub
(e-library)

4.5

Abandoned mines in Australia

Brief description of project aims and objectives
To assess the geotechnical, erosional, and geochemical stability, and acceptability for closure, of past and
current mined landforms, to inform suitable future mined landforms for a range of site settings and mineral
commodities.
To produce a clear and concise overview and expert analysis of the past and current global activities on
AMD and identify the potential future priority research areas for CRC TiME
To identify, compare, and contrast biophysical impacts on post mining land use of novel in-place mining
methods relative to more traditional mining methods. Opportunities to further develop novel mining
methods that enable alternative closure options will be identified and classified.
To formulate a process to increase plant available nutrient levels, specifically nitrogen, in waste rock,
tailings and stockpiled soils (subsoils and topsoil) using novel plant-microbe systems, to improve the
rehabilitation post-mining. It is centred around Fortescue Metals Group’s Chichester Hub mine site in the
Pilbara region of north Western Australia. The project involves experimental glasshouse-based and
laboratory testing.
To investigate the possible consequences of climate change on the performance of vegetation on soil covers
in a representative Latrobe Valley mine rehabilitation environment and the impact it may have on long term
landform stability of soil covers.
A Shared Analytic Framework for the Environment (SAFE) is being developed to provide a structured way to
plan and align the data capabilities required for environmental analysis and assessments during the life of
mine and post closure. Two case studies using SAFE: Beetaloo Basin, NT and Bowen Basin, Qld will be
undertaken.
The project aim is to co-develop a framework that could underpin interoperable knowledge systems to
provide CRC TiME partners, and the broader mine rehabilitation industry in general, platforms for sharing
data, information and knowledge on mine closure planning and practices. A pilot data management portal
will be developed for two case studies: Pilbara, WA and Latrobe Valley, VIC
To develop selection criteria to prioritise mine sites and site-specific challenges (e.g., acid mine drainage) as
testing site; and to identify potential demonstration sites to showcase outcomes from practices and
procedures leading to closure based on feedback from mining companies, government, and other
stakeholders. This project will provide a catalogue of mines based on priority selection criteria.
To deliver an interactive web-based platform for storing, accessing, and engaging with various assets
(documents, videos, audio files, images, web links and other forms of data) that span multiple, inter-related
topics within the context of mine closure and post-mine transitions across the CRC TiME portfolio of
projects
To lay the foundation for developing a methodology for scoring critical legacy issue, (e.g., geological,
geotechnical, and hydro-geochemical risks) and assets at each mine site to match attributes to potential
opportunities. This project will assess interest levels with respect to developing a national database of
abandoned mines in Australia, a guidebook of possible technical challenges and hazard assessment tools,
and gap analysis for the harmonization of different states’ policies related to risk assessment.
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Strategy projects

Theme

Project #

Title

5.1

Defining our path to impact

5.2

Foundation of Indigenous
inclusion

5.3

Transitions and climate change

Brief description of project aims and objectives
To co-develop an impact pathway and a foundational monitoring, evaluation, and learning framework for
CRC TiME using collaborative governance
To inform an Indigenous Inclusion strategy by understanding how to best build effective partnerships with
indigenous stakeholders and incorporating their values and knowledge in research and researchengagement work
To capture how climate responses (adaptation and mitigation) may impact on the economic, social, and
environmental transformations in mining regions to assist the prioritisation of investment through the CRC.
This project will deliver a set of climate scenarios that can be used in subsequent research projects to
explore the impact of different climate trajectories on water, ecosystems, communities, mine operations
and land use.
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Appendix 1 – Tabulation of Candidate Mine Sites
A broader compilation of mine sites was established to provide a basis for refining the selection of those
described here. Here we provided some basic features of most of that broader compilation. It is included to
provide another reference point for selection of alternate sites, beyond those described in this report Apx Table
1.1.
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Apx Table 1.1 Tabulation of sites considered in this report
Site

Resource

Argyle
Diamond mine
Beenup site
Benambra
mine
processing
site
Bendigo Gold
mine sites

zinc, copper

no, but see
Abandoned
sites section

abandoned

gold

Blackwater

coal

no, but see
Abandoned
sites section

Boddington

gold, copper

yes

Newmont

Broadmeadow

coal

BHP

Brockman 2
mine
Brockman 4
mine
Brukunga

iron ore
iron ore

Bulong Nickel
operations

Owner

Location/region/
country (if not
Australia)

Latitude

Longitude

Status of
operation

diamonds

Rio Tinto

Kimberley, WA

-16.72

128.38

operating

mineral sands

BHP

17 km NE of Augusta,
SW, WA
State Forest in East
Gippsland, VIC

-34.23

115.26

-36.99

147.93

abandoned

130 km NNW of
Melbourne, VIC

many
sites

BHP

-23.89

148.83

operating

-32.75

116.36

operating

-21.81

147.98

operating

V, R, L, Wa

Rio Tinto

Bowen Basin, Central
QLD
16 km fom
Boddington and 120
km from Perth, SW
WA
Bowen Basin, Central
QLD
Pilbara

-22.44

117.35

operating

O, V, W, R

Rio Tinto

Pilbara

-22.59

117.25

operating

O, V, W, R

yes

abandoned

-35.01

138.94

abandoned

no, but see
Abandoned
sites section

abandoned

40 km east of
Adelaide, SA
40 km E of
Kalgoorlie-Boulder

-30.80

121.90

-21.86

no, but see
Abandoned
sites section

abandoned

900 km SW of
Townsville in
Middleton, QLD
327 km SW of
Sydney, NSW

-35.59

iron sulfide
minerals
nickel

Cannington
mine

silver, lead,
zinc

Captains Flat
mine

lead, zinc,
copper, silver,
gold

Summary
provided in
report?

South32

Earliest
date of
operation

Date ceased,
abandoned or
possible
closure

Features of the
mine*#

2020

O, A, V, W, R, L

closed

1999

O, A, V, R, Wa, C

abandoned

1996

U, A, T, L

abandoned

2021

U, T, R, Wa
V, W, R, L, Wa

1987

1955

2060

O, A, V, W, T, R,
Wa, C

1972

O, A, V, W, T, Wa

abandoned

2005

T, Wa

140.91

operating

2028

T, R

149.44

abandoned

1962

U, A, W, T, Wa, C
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Site

Resource

Carrapateena

Summary
provided in
report?

Owner

Location/region/
country (if not
Australia)

Latitude

Longitude

Status of
operation

Earliest
date of
operation

copper, gold,
silver

Oz
Minerals

-31.25

137.48

operating

2019

Caval Ridge

coal

BHP

-22.11

148.05

operating

Century mine

zinc, lead

New
Century
Resources

-18.72

138.60

closed

1999

Channar mine
Christmas
Creek mine

iron ore
iron ore

Rio Tinto
FMG Fortescue

-23.30
-22.39

117.79
119.85

operating
operating

2009

O, A, V, W, R, L, C
L, R

Cloudbreak
mine

iron ore

FMG Fortescue

-22.33

119.41

operating

2008

T, L, R

Conrad mine

silver, base
metals

-29.96

151.02

abandoned

Daunia

coal

-22.06

148.30

operating

Dendrobium
mine
Douglas mine

metallurgical
coal
mineral sands

-34.42

150.83

operating

-37.13

141.78

closed

Dugald River
mine

zinc, lead,
silver

MMG

-20.25

140.15

operating

Eastern Range
mine
Echo mine

iron ore

Rio Tinto

~500 km N of
Adelaide; 160 km N
of Port Augusta in
Pernatty, SA
Bowen Basin, Central
QLD
300 km N of Mt Isa;
1100 km E of
Townsville in
Burketown, QLD
Pilbara
105 km NW of
Newman, WA in
Newman WA
150 km N of
Newman in Mulga
Downs, WA
near Inversell in
NSW's Northern
Tablelands
Bowen Basin, Central
QLD
8 km from
Wollongong, NSW
Murray Basin; VIC,
300 km from Melb,
VIC
850 km W of
Townsville; 190 km E
of Mt Isa in
Cloncurry, QLD
Pilbara

-23.26

117.70

operating

mineral sands

Iluka

Murray Basin; VIC,
300 km from Melb,
VIC

-36.97

142.04

closed

no, but see
Abandoned
sites section

abandoned

yes

South32

BHP

Iluka

Date ceased,
abandoned or
possible
closure

2040

Features of the
mine*#

O, U, T, R

V, L
2017

1957

T

A, W, T, Wa, C
R

2002

U, T, Wa, C
O, S, V, R, L, C

2017

2037

V, R, L, Wa, C

2024

R, C
O, S, V, R, L, C
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Site

Resource

Summary
provided in
report?

Owner

Location/region/
country (if not
Australia)

Latitude

Longitude

Status of
operation

Ellendale
Diamond mine

diamonds

abandoned

124.87

abandoned

mineral sands

120 km E of Derby,
WA (Kimberly
Region)
Eneabba, WA

-17.58

Eneabba
Mineral Sands
mine
Gaskell
Avenue Sand
Operations
GEMCO
Globe
Progress mine
Golden Grove

no, but see
Abandoned
sites section
yes

-29.88

115.28

operating

sand

yes

Hanson

-31.75

115.95

-13.98
-42.17

Goldsworthy

iron ore

Goonyella
Riverside
Gove op.

coal

BHP

bauxite

Rio Tinto

Hamilton op.

mineral sands

Iluka

Hanson Mulga Rd
Tenement
Hanson
Bunbury
Quarry
Hercules mine

sand quarry

Hanson

~ 30 km N of Perth in
Melaleuca, WA (near
Ellenbrook)
Groote Eylandt, NT
in Reefton (S. Island),
New Zealand
270 km E of
Geraldton, WA; 450
km NE of Perth in
Yalgoo, WA
Pilbara; 110 km east
of Port Hedland
Bowen Basin, Central
QLD
Northern NT, Gove,
ERA (Rio Tinto)
Murray Basin;260 km
E of Melb; in
Hamilton, VIC
~20 km N of Perth in
Gnangara, WA

basalt rock
quarry

Hanson

Hope Downs 1
mine

iron ore

175 km S of Perth; 15
km SW of Bunbury in
North Boyanup, WA
300 km NW of
Hobart; 125 km S of
Burnie, TAS
Pilbara

manganese
gold

South32
OceanaGol
d
EMR
Capital

copper, zinc,
lead, gold,
silver

zinc, copper,
lead, gold

Iluka

yes

yes

BHP

MMG
Rio Tinto

Earliest
date of
operation

Date ceased,
abandoned or
possible
closure

Features of the
mine*#

2015

V, W, T, C

1970s

2030

O, V, R, L

operating

1989

2055

O, V, R, L, C

136.44
171.90

operating
closed

1960

O, S, V, L, R, C
R

-28.75

116.94

closed

1990

W, T, R, L

-20.36

119.53

closed

1965

-21.76

147.98

operating

-12.20

136.74

closed

-37.78

141.98

closed

-31.76

115.87

operating

-33.41

115.66

operating

2003

2033

-41.84

145.52

closed

1894

1999

-22.99

119.09

operating

1982

O, V, W, R, Wa
W, R

2014

S, R, L, C

U, O, A, V, L, Wa, C
A, R
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Site

Resource

Hope Downs 4
mine
Huntly mine

Owner

Location/region/
country (if not
Australia)

Latitude

Longitude

Status of
operation

iron ore

Rio Tinto

Pilbara

-23.16

119.54

operating

bauxite

Alcoa

-32.62

116.06

operating

Illawarra
Metallurgical
Coal
J-A mine

metallurgical
coal

South32

-34.42

150.83

operating

mineral sands

Iluka

-30.91

132.21

operating

Jarrahdale
mine
Junction Reefs

bauxite

yes

Alcoa

-32.31

116.07

closed

1963

1998

S, O, R, L, C

gold

yes

OceanaGol
d

-33.62

149.00

closed

1870s

1995

O, U, A, V, W, T, R,
L, Wa

Kambalda op.

nickel

120 km S of Perth in
Dwellingup, WA
75 km S of Sydney,
NSW-southern
coalfields region
in SA, ~300 km SW
from Coober Pedy,
SA
60 km S of Perth in
Jarrahdale, WA
270 km W of Sydney
in the Central
Tablelands of NSW
60 km from
Kalgoorlie, WA

-31.19

121.67

operating

KCGM

gold

-30.78

121.51

operating

Kulwin mine

mineral sands

Iluka

-35.05

142.64

closed

Leinster mine

nickel

-27.81

120.70

operating

Macraes

gold

BHP |
Nickel
West
OceanaGol
d

adjacent to the city
of KalgoorlieBoulder, ~600 km E
of Perth, WA
Murray Basin; VIC,
~400 km from Melb,
VIC
Goldfields; 600 km
NE of Perth, WA

-45.36

170.43

operating

Marandoo
mine
Mount
Morgan

iron ore

80 km N of Dunedin
(S island); New
Zealand
Pilbara

-22.64

118.12

operating

32 km SW of
Rockhampton in
Central Qld

-23.64

150.38

abandoned

gold

Summary
provided in
report?

BHP |
Nickel
West
Northern
Star

Rio Tinto
no, but see
Abandoned
sites section

abandoned

Earliest
date of
operation

Date ceased,
abandoned or
possible
closure

Features of the
mine*#

A, R
O, S, R, L, C

2015

U, R, L, Wa, C
O, S, T, R, L

W, T, R
2029

U, O, V, W, T, R

O, S, T, R, L
2030
1990

2028

T, R
O, A, V, R, Wa

1992

A, V, W, R, L, Wa, C
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Site

Resource

Summary
provided in
report?

Owner

Location/region/
country (if not
Australia)

Latitude

Longitude

Status of
operation

Mount Oxide
mine

copper

abandoned

140 km N of Mt Isa,
Qld

-19.48

139.47

abandoned

Mt Arthur coal
op.
Mt Keith

coal

no, but see
Abandoned
sites section

BHP

Hunter Valley NSW

-32.34

150.89

operating

nickel

BHP |
Nickel
West

-27.26

120.58

operating

Mt Leyshon

gold, copper

Newmont

-20.29

146.27

closed

Mt Whaleback

iron ore

BHP

-23.36

119.67

operating

V, T, R, C

Nammuldi
mine
Narngulu op.
Newcastle
Steelworks
Nimingarra

iron ore

Rio Tinto

Goldfields; Wiluna,
WA; 720 km NE of
Perth, 430 km N of
Kalgoorlie, WA
25 km S of Charters
Towners in N Qld
Pilbara; 6 km from
Newman, WA
Pilbara

-22.42

117.34

operating

R

-28.82
-32.89

114.67
151.76

operating
closed

iron ore

BHP

-20.41

120.03

closed

North Capel
op.
Norwich Park

mineral sands

Iluka

near Geraldton, WA
Mayfield, Newcastle,
NSW
Pilbara; 209 km E-SE
of Port Hedland, WA;
92 km from Marble
Bar
SW, WA

-33.51

115.59

operating

coking coal

yes

BHP

-22.75

148.46

closed

1979

2012

S, O, V, W, L, Wa

Nullagine
mine

iron ore

yes

FMG Fortescue

-22.02

119.94

closed

2010

2015

O, S, V, W, R, L, C

Olympic Dam

copper,
uranium, gold,
silver
arsenic, tin

Bowen Basin, QLD;
24 km SE of Dysart
and 266 km SW of
Mackay
20 km SW of
Nullagine and 150 m
N of Newman, WA
SA; 550 km NNW of
Adelaide, SA

-30.44

136.87

operating

8 km NE of
Emmaville, NSW

-29.41

151.66

abandoned

Ottery mine

mineral sands
steelworks

yes

Iluka
BHP

Iluka
yes

abandoned

Earliest
date of
operation

Date ceased,
abandoned or
possible
closure

1999
1960

Features of the
mine*#

U, V, W, T, Wa
O, V, W, L, Wa, C
V, W, T

2001

1975
1915

A, W, T, Wa

2033
1999

T, R, Wa, C
Wa, C

2007

V, R

O, S, V, T, Wa, C

U, V, T
1882

1957

O, A, V, W, T, R, Wa
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Site

Resource

Paraburdoo
mine
Peak Downs

Owner

Location/region/
country (if not
Australia)

Latitude

Longitude

Status of
operation

Earliest
date of
operation

iron ore

Rio Tinto

-23.23

117.59

operating

1972

coal

BHP

-22.28

148.18

operating

Poitrel mine

coal

BHP

-22.06

148.25

operating

Prominent Hill
op.
Radium Hill
mine

copper, gold

yes

80 km S of Tom Price
in Pilbara, WA
Bowen Basin, Central
QLD
Bowen Basin, Central
QLD
Coober Pedy, SA

-29.73

135.56

operating

uranium

40 km SW of Cokburn
in SA

-32.30

140.67

abandoned

Redbank
Project Sandy Flat

copper

no, but see
Abandoned
sites section
no, but see
Abandoned
sites section

-27.65

152.83

abandoned

Robe Valley
Mesa A mine
Robe Valley
Mesa J mine
Rosebery
mine

iron ore

Rio Tinto

Gulf region of the NT
(70 km inland from
the Gulf of
Carpentaria)
Pilbara

-21.67

115.89

operating

A, R

iron ore

Rio Tinto

Pilbara

-21.74

116.26

operating

A, V, W, R, L C

zinc, copper,
lead, gold

yes

MMG

-41.77

145.54

operating

Rossarden/Sto
rys Creek
mines

tin, tungsten

no, but see
Abandoned
sites section

abandoned

-41.65

147.75

abandoned

Roy Hill mine

iron ore

yes

Roy Hill

-22.45

119.93

operating

Roy Hill Port
at Boodarie
Roy Hill Rail
Terminal Yard
Royal George
Tin mine

iron ore

Roy Hill

-20.34

118.53

operating

L, R

iron ore

Roy Hill

300 km NW of
Hobart; 125 km S of
Burnie, TAS
95 km SE of
Launceston, TAS
(Storys Creek mine is
2 km from
Rossarden)
115 km N of
Newman, WA
17 km SW of Port
Hedland
South Hedland, WA

-20.43

118.50

operating

R

100 km SE of
Launceston, TAS

-41.85

147.89

abandoned

tin

Summary
provided in
report?

no, but see
Abandoned
sites section

Oz
Minerals
abandoned
abandoned

abandoned

2009

1936

2011

Date ceased,
abandoned or
possible
closure

Features of the
mine*#

2023
1961

O, U, A, V, W, T, R,
L, Wa
W, T, R, L, Wa, C

2016

V, W, T, Wa

O, A, V, W, R, L, C

2026

O, A, V, W, T, L, Wa,
C

1981

U, A, W, T, R, L

>2031

O, V, W, R, L, C

1928

O, U, V, T, R, L, C
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Site

Resource

Summary
provided in
report?

Owner

Location/region/
country (if not
Australia)

Latitude

Longitude

Status of
operation

Earliest
date of
operation

Rum Jungle
mine

uranium

yes

110 km S of Darwin,
NT

-12.99

131.00

abandoned

1954

Saraji

coal

abandoned
-Federal
and NT
governme
nts
BHP

-22.44

148.28

operating

V, W, R

Silvergrass
mine
Smokebush
Hill Tenement
Solomon hub

iron ore

Rio Tinto

Bowen Basin, Central
QLD
Pilbara

-22.32

117.29

operating

R

sand

Hanson

~60 km N of Perth

-31.44

115.67

operating

O, V, R, L, Wa, C

iron ore

117.88

operating

mineral sands

60 km N of Tom
Price, WA
SW, WA

-22.11

South Capel
op.
South Walker
Creek mine
Tamega Rd
Tenement
Tanami Gold
Mine

FMG Fortescue
Iluka

-33.58

115.53

closed

O, S, V, T, Wa, C

coal

BHP

-21.75

148.45

operating

V, R

sand

Hanson

-31.52

115.78

operating

V, R

gold

Newmont

-20.54

130.32

operating

1986

U, L

Tom Price

iron ore

Rio Tinto

-22.75

117.77

operating

1966

O, A, V, R, C

Township
Field area
Tutunup
South mine
Waihi

brown coal

Energy
Australia
Iluka

Bowen Basin, Central
QLD
~50 km N of Perth in
Pinjar, WA
560 km from NW of
Alice Springs; 950km
SW of Darwin in
Central NT
7 km SW of Tom
Price, WA, in Pilbara,
WA
Latrobe Valley, VIC

-38.20

146.35

operating

SW, WA

-33.73

115.49

closed

-37.39

175.84

operating

1880

2030

T, R

Weipa op.

bauxite

145 km SE of Aukland
(N island); New
Zealand
820 km NW of Cairns
in Weipa, QLD

-12.67

141.87

operating

1961

>2060

S, O, V, T, R, L, C

mineral sands
gold

OceanaGol
d
yes

Rio Tinto

2013

Date ceased,
abandoned or
possible
closure

1971

2033

2023

Features of the
mine*#

O, A, V, W, R, L,
Wa, C

R

O, V, L, Wa, C
O, S, V, T, Wa, C
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Site

Resource

West Angelas
mine
Western
Turner
Syncline mine
Willowdale
mine
Wollert
Landfillformer quarry
Woodcutters
mine
Worsley
Refinery

Summary
provided in
report?

Owner

Location/region/
country (if not
Australia)

Latitude

Longitude

Status of
operation

iron ore

Rio Tinto

Pilbara

-23.18

118.76

operating

iron ore

Rio Tinto

Pilbara

-22.67

117.59

operating

O, A, V

bauxite

Alcoa

-32.92

116.01

operating

O, S, R, L, C

basalt
aggregate

Hanson

140 km S of Perth in
Waroona, WA
40 km N of Melb, VIC

-37.58

145.04

operating

O, V, R, L, Wa, C

80 km S of Darwin,
Central NT
180 km S of Perth in
Collie, WA

-12.99

131.11

closed

-33.24

116.07

operating

O, U, A, V, W, T, R,
L, Wa, C
V, R

Murray Basin; VIC,
~400 km from Melb,
VIC
Latrobe Valley, VIC

-35.18

142.49

closed

O, S, V, Wa, C

-38.18

146.38

operating

Latrobe Valley, VIC

-38.15

146.42

closed

Pilbara

-22.77

119.20

operating

Pilbara; 200km E of
Port Hedland; 90 km
NE of Marble Bar

-20.61

120.32

closed

yes

WRP mine

lead, zinc,
silver
bauxite
mining/alumin
a refining
mineral sands

Yallourn mine

brown coal

yes

Yallourn North
Extension
Yandicoogina
mine
Yarrie mine

brown coal
iron ore
iron ore

Newmont
South32
Iluka

yes

Energy
Australia
Energy
Australia
Rio Tinto
BHP

Earliest
date of
operation

1984

1920s

Date ceased,
abandoned or
possible
closure

1999

2028

Features of the
mine*#

O, A, V, R, Wa

O, V, W, R, L, Wa, C
O, V, L, Wa, C

1998

>2030

O, V, W, R, L, Wa, C
O, R, L, C

*’Features of mine site’ nomenclature: O=Open cut, U=Underground, S=Strip mining, A=AMD, V=Voids/pits/ponds, W=WRD, T=TSF, R=Rehabilitation,
L=Landform, Wa=Water, C=Community links
#Note that for some mine sites the information is incomplete and would need further investigation and collation. More complete data is available for
those mine sites described in Section 2 and 3.
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Appendix 2 – Survey Summary
A survey was undertaken in March/April 2021 to assess respondents’ views of a range of factors that relate to:
1. Beneficial post-mining land uses (e.g., community-driven repurposing of sites; pit lakes for recreational
or water supply use)
2. Technical challenges of most concern (e.g., tailings facilities; revegetation)
3. Attributes of possible demonstration sites (e.g., practicality of access of sites; educational value;
multiple technology demonstration at a site)
4. Operating versus abandoned mines
The survey was distributed by CRC TiME to several hundred people on its email list. Respondents who indicated
at the outset that they are not environmental managers or involved with technical aspects of mining, were
exempted from completing the survey. A total of 86 respondents completed the survey.
On the topic of examples of beneficial post-mining use, the survey revealed that the highest preference was to
include demonstrations of end-user/community-driven repurposing of a site with stakeholder engagement and
regulatory challenges, followed by similarly ranked preferences for sites demonstrating beneficial use of a
capped tailings facility, regional economic development, and final mining voids developed for different purposes
such as for irrigation or recreational use. Least favoured among the survey options was to have sites
demonstrating the repurposing of infrastructure for future beneficial use. Respondents were invited to offer
their own ideas. Several responses revealed a preference for sites demonstrating METS sector involvement in a
realistic mining environment and value recovery from waste. Additionally, there were thoughts contributed
about wanting to see examples of a mining company following the regulatory process from closure through to
relinquishment, as well as seeing multiple stakeholders working collaboratively to achieve the best outcomes for
a site.
On the topic of examples of technical solutions to rehabilitation challenges of most concern, the survey revealed
that the highest preference was to include demonstrations of ecosystem function and restoration. This was
followed by similarly ranked preferences for demonstrations of water treatment/management, landform
stability, tailings facilities, and revegetation/restoration. This was followed in decreasing order of preference for
demonstrations of WRD rehabilitation, AMD amelioration, cumulative impacts across multiple mine sites,
monitoring/sensing landscapes, remediation of mine contaminants other than AMD, biodiversity, and
information management. Additionally, there were thoughts contributed about wanting to see examples of a
revegetation leading to integration with agricultural landscapes or the surrounding environment.
The survey also aimed to clarify preferences for a range of other attributes. There is strong to moderate
preference (67-74% of respondents) for demonstrations of multiple technologies at one site, indigenous
participation, where there are already technologies or approaches currently underway, and for sites that are
closed mines or have had relinquishment of title. Fifty-eight percent of respondents would like for site owners to
invest and/or provide in-kind support to pursue technology options. Of lesser importance (~ 50% of
respondents) were similarly ranked preferences for potential training or offering educational value, METS sector
involvement, and dealing with practicalities of remote or regional locations (e.g., costs, transport, logistics,
access to supply chains).
The survey explicitly requested preference for operational status of the demonstration sites. The strongest
preference (44% of respondents) was to have a split of roughly 50/50 between operating sites versus those that
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have been closed and/or abandoned. Fewer than 23% of respondents wanted either more operating sites or
more closed sites than the other alternative.
As the survey invited additional comments from the respondents, there were many thought-provoking ideas
expressed, for example:
•

demonstrations of collaboration across mining companies, regulators, councils, community and other
stakeholders to accommodate various needs and having discussions about ongoing risks;
“We get 'stuck' with closure, and moving forward, because we do not have agreement on what
is the acceptable level of residual risk for a site, which is entirely site-specific, and arises from
deep understanding and agreement for returning land use.” Anonymous comment

•
•
•

•

government support and streamlining of regulations because land use regulations and mining
regulations are currently incompatible for most repurposing opportunities;
evolution of closure objectives and completion criteria, and how remote sensing can be integrated to
assess outcomes;
the role of a long-term land-use planning strategy in enabling economically viable post-mining land uses;
having clarity around economic options such as bond transfers versus progressive rehabilitation or
repurposing of sites;
getting a good mix of demonstration sites, e.g., having case histories of sites with progressive
rehabilitation in comparison to sites that have had rehabilitation post closure; also choosing sites that
have good baseline data of pre-mining vegetation and ecosystem function and composition; also
showcasing examples areas of best practice, but also where there are current problems.
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